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Walt Disney World (and Disneyland too), is in the midst of a sweeping set of changes that are destined to 

bring Guests more thrills, more fantasy, and more magic. Change is always at the heart of Disney, and it’s 

part of what makes it so special. But to me, that’s only part of the story. 

To me, the true magic lies at the very heart of the Disney empire; a very special man with a very special 

dream. One of the most humbling experiences I have when wandering throughout Walt Disney World is 

when I get a sense of the history behind everything that I see. This isn’t a modern day theme park built 

solely on the latest theatrical blockbusters and the latest and greatest technologies. There’s no doubt that 

those elements exist, and that Disney does them better than just about anybody, but none of it would be 

nearly as magical without the sheer weight of history that pulls it all together. 

Seeing Walt and Mickey in front of Cinderella Castle reminds you that these are people, and characters, that 

revolutionized the very art of animation, and everything that followed. To realize that the seeds of what we 

see now were sown well over one hundred years ago brings everything into perspective. The innovations 

we see, enjoy, and look forward to today aren’t just isolated flights of imaginative fancy, they are the latest 

in a long line of innovation and invention that all started with the stroke of a pencil by a young man with a 

dream, and many more that followed in his footsteps.

In this issue, we are proud to debut a new column by regular Celebrations contributor Jamie Hecker, where 

we will look back at the innovators and dreamers that helped build the foundation for all that we admire 

and love today. Join us as we pay tribute to the Disney Legends, and the next time you wander throughout 

the World, be sure to take a moment to reflect on the many individuals who worked to build the  

framework for everything we see today.

Tim Foster

Foundations
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In this issue’s Explorer column, I said that it’s a great time to be a Walt Disney World fan. I lied (sort of).

What I should have said was that it is a great time to be a DISNEY fan, because whether you call Walt 

Disney World home, have a special place in your heart for Disneyland, have never been to Disney California 

Adventure Park, love the movies, or just getting your Disney “fix” wherever you are in the world,  

“Now is the time, now is the BEST time!”

For example: I just returned from a quick visit to Disney California Adventure Park to see the opening 

of Buena Vista Street and CarsLand. I did a full review on my show, but suffice it to say that it not only 

celebrates the life and legacy of Walt Disney, but CarsLand represents a quantum leap forward  

in the expansion of the Disney Parks. Disneyland is now something that I plan on doing  

not every so often, but at least once a year. 

And of course, here in Walt Disney World, we have quite a lot to be excited about, both now and in the near 

and distant future. From the Fantasyland expansion to new restaurants, to the next E-Ticket attraction in 

the Seven Dwarfs Mine Coaster, and new themed resorts like Art of Animation,  

there’s a lot to look forward to. 

Me? I’m looking forward to the things we DON’T specifically know about yet. Things like “Next Gen,”  

more interactive (and personalized) queues, in-park games, new technologies, and ways to bring  

the experiences home before and after our vacations. 

Of course, I certainly never met Walt, but I think that we all have a feeling inside that we “know”  

him a little bit. It may be a bit presumptuous, but I really do. And looking at what’s on the horizon,  

I think that Walt would be proud. 

Lou Mongello

Now is the Time, Now is the Best Time...
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Letters

Wide Eyed Wonder

My husband and I recently went to 

Walt Disney World with my parents 

and our 16 month old daughter. It 

was our daughter’s first trip and she 

had an absolute blast! It was such 

a joy watching her big brown eyes 

light up in excitement at all of the 

magic happening around her. The 

new memories that we created will 

be cherished like all the rest from 

our previous trips! I already can’t 

wait to plan another trip! Pictured 

here in our matching shirts that we 

made are: Gramps, Grandie, Sophia, 

Mommy and Daddy! 

Cassandra Rodriguez

Michigan 

Right Next Door

I thought I once heard Tim and 

Lou talk about a bit of trivia about 

the resort room that was closest 

to a Disney theme park. Do you 

remember what room that was?

Scott Burnett

Well, it took a bit of “resleuthing”, but the 

Walt Disney Resort guest room closest to 

a park entrance is room 1501 at the Beach 

Club. A quick exit through the resort door 

leaves you just a few steps away from 

the International Gateway at Epcot, a 

welcome bit of relief for aching feet!

Got a question, photo or story you’d like to share? email them to: letters@celebrationspress.com

Celebrations is now available for 
your iPhone and iPad!

The digital version of Celebrations contains all the 

same magical content as our print edition. As an 

added bonus, you’ll have access to all of our back 

issues, including those that have long been sold out. 

You can purchase a six issue (one year) subscription 

for $29.99, and individual issues for $5.99. Download 

our free app to access our newsstand library where 

you can shop and stay notified of new issues. 

Visit iTunes on your Apple mobile device and search 

for Celebrations, it’s as easy as that!
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What is PixelMania? It’s a gathering of friends, photography and fun 

where we can all learn  and share the wonder of Disney photography together. 

Hosted by Tim Devine of The Magic in Pixels, PixelMania events range from  in-park 

walk-throughs and attraction hopping, to enjoying the decorations  and festivities of 

the world-class resorts.

For more information, visit www.pixelmania.us
or  follow us on Twitter  @TMIP_PIXELMANIA
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Calendar of Events
The Twilight Zone Tower of Terror™ 10-Miler Weekend

September 28–29, 2012

This newly created 10-mile race takes place in and around 

Disney’s Hollywood Studios and features your favorite 

Disney villains.  The weekend includes the Disney Villains 

Hollywood Bash, kids’ races and a family fun run 5K at ESPN 

Wide World of Sports Complex.

Mickey’s Not So Scary Halloween Party

Magic Kingdom

Select Dates: Fall

Mickey’s Not-So-Scary Halloween Party is a Halloween-

themed special event held on select dates in Magic King-

dom theme park. Purchase of an additional event admis-

sion ticket is required to attend Mickey’s Not-So-Scary 

Halloween Party.

During Mickey’s Not-So-Scary Halloween Party, Guests of all 

ages are encouraged to dress up in their favorite Hallow-

een costumes. Even better, you can collect delicious candy 

as you trick-or-treat around Magic Kingdom theme park!

Epcot International Food and Wine Festival

September 28 - November 11, 2012

There’s something to satisfy most every taste and interest. 

In addition to the attractions Guests already enjoy at Epcot 

theme park, this annual autumn event features a delec-

table array of offerings, including:

•   International kiosks featuring tasty tapas and refreshing 

beverages

•   Cooking demonstrations and dining events—including 

experiences with celebrity chefs!

•  Mixology classes and wine tastings

•  Live musical performances by popular hit-makers

Enjoy all this—and more—when this annual event returns 

to Epcot theme park in fall 2012. Dine your way around the 

world. Cultivate your cooking skills. Savor a rare vintage. 

Enjoy an exhilarating outdoor concert. Make magical 

memories to last a lifetime at Epcot International Food & 

Wine Festival.

Mickey’s Very Merry Christmas Party

Magic Kingdom

Select Nights: November 9 - December 21

Celebrate the magic of the holiday season with your family 

at Mickey’s Very Merry Christmas Party, a special event 

held select nights in November and December at Magic 

Kingdom theme park!

This festive celebration is filled with spectacular fireworks, 

a very special holiday parade and live entertainment 

featuring your favorite Disney Characters. Purchase of an 

additional event admission ticket is required to attend this 

event, and tickets sell out quickly.

Mickey’s Very Merry Christmas Party features:

The enchanted Castle Dream Lights on Cinderella Castle

Mickey’s Once Upon A Christmastime Parade, complete 

with a special appearance by Santa Claus himself

An exclusive holiday fireworks extravaganza — Holiday 

Wishes: Celebrate the Spirit of the Season

Live entertainment featuring Disney Characters

Meet and greet opportunities throughout Magic Kingdom 

theme park with some of your favorite Disney Characters

Complimentary cookies and hot cocoa

A magical snow fall on Main Street, U.S.A.

Special access to many of the most popular Magic King-

dom attractions.

8 · Celebrations Photo ©Disney
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Disney News
Big Fun Under the Big Top! 
Double Dumbo Flies as 
Expansion Continues for the 
New Fantasyland at Magic 
Kingdom Park
Magic Kingdom guests will blink back in amazement at 

the scene: not one, but two colorful Dumbos spinning 

through the sky above Storybook Circus as the expansion of 

the New Fantasyland continues.

To the delight of fans of the beloved Dumbo, the Flying 

Elephant attraction, a second Dumbo has taken its place 

alongside a Dumbo that opened in March. It’s part of the 

multiyear, largest expansion in Magic Kingdom history.

Not only are two Dumbos, side by side, unprecedented for 

a Disney park anywhere in the world, they even fly in oppo-

site directions: one clockwise, the other counterclockwise. A 

real circus act, if you will.

“Fly” is just the sensation guests get aboard the Dumbo-

shaped vehicles of Dumbo, the Flying Elephant. Young and 

old alike delight in controlling the up-and-down movement 

of their vehicles with the simple maneuver of a lever.

Both Dumbos feature shiny new red and gold colors (in-

spired by ’50s- and ’60s-era tin toys), beautiful newly-created 

signature illustrations from Disney animators and a new 

water feature circling the base of both attractions – a first 

for Dumbo.

The two Dumbos are connected to a new “big top” area al-

lowing guests to immerse themselves in circus lore in a se-

ries of fun, interactive experiences before a spin with their 

favorite circus elephant.

Guests receive a circus ticket pager that virtually holds 

their place and notifies them when it’s their turn to board 

either Dumbo. In the meantime, fun-filled games and ex-

periences are theirs to enjoy – in air-conditioned comfort. 

Guests electing the FASTPASS option bypass the tent en 

route to their flight with Dumbo.

Along with the two Dumbos, Storybook Circus now 

boasts the Barnstormer coaster re-themed to The Great 

Goofini, the new Casey Jr. Splash ‘N’ Soak Station water play 

area and the Fantasyland Train Station, a stop on the Walt 

Disney World Railroad.

The Great Goofini, the circus’ stuntman, presents one of 

his most daring stunts – The Barnstormer – which features 

an amazing array of aerial acrobatics in a twisting, turning 

family-style roller coaster “flight” high above the circus fun.

The Fantasyland Train Station design pays homage to 

both the elegant train travel of America’s past and Disney 

history, complete with a Casey Junior-inspired weather 

vane and Carolwood Park sign, with “Fair Weather Place,” a 

nod to “Fair Weather Route,” Walt Disney’s tag line for the 

Carolwood Pacific Railroad, the steam engine Walt had run-

ning through his backyard.

It all adds up to the New Fantasyland taking flight. Just 

like Dumbo.

“Fantasyland is a place where a very special kind of mem-

ory is made: where children just old enough to understand 

the moment come in contact with princesses and heroes 

and meet their most beloved friends,” said Meg Crofton, 

president, Walt Disney Parks and Resorts Operations, Unit-

ed States and France.

“We are excited about sharing our treasured stories in 

new ways and giving guests the opportunity to interact 

with their favorite characters like never before.”

Storybook Circus is just the beginning of what guests will 

discover when the multi-phase project is completed. Here’s 

more of what’s in store in future phases:

•  Under the Sea ~ Journey of the Little Mermaid, a major 

attraction during which guests will travel with Ariel and 

her friends through their exciting adventures above and 

below the waves – all against a musical backdrop of songs 

from the classic film. The new attraction combines the en-

during appeal of a classic Disney “dark ride” with wonderful 

technological innovations to offer guests a personal jour-

ney into the scenes of the film. Adventurers will feel as if 

Photo ©Disney
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they are descending below the ocean’s surface. Once “under 

the sea,” guests will find themselves immersed in the clas-

sic story of “The Little Mermaid,” sharing Ariel’s adventure 

through a magical cast of characters and a captivating 

musical score that will entice everyone to sing along (Holi-

days 2012).

•  The castle of the Beast stands majestically upon a hill 

across an old stone bridge from Ariel’s new home. The Be 

Our Guest Restaurant will feature a lavish dining experi-

ence in the elegant ballroom, gallery, and mysterious “West 

Wing” of the castle. With seating for 550, this magnificent 

facility will offer “great food fast” service by day and full 

table service dining in the evening. Nearby in Belle’s Village, 

guests will find the rousing Gaston’s Tavern and Bonjour! 

Village Gifts (Holidays 2012).

•  Just outside the village is Belle’s cottage and Enchanted 

Tales with Belle. The adventure begins in Maurice’s work-

shop, where a magical mirror is the doorway to a capti-

vating new kind of storytelling experience: guests will be 

transported to the Beast’s library to meet Belle and Lumi-

ere, and share in a lively, interactive re-telling of the “tale as 

old as time”  (Holidays 2012).

•  Located in the Castle Courtyard in the center of Fantasyl-

and, Princess Fairytale Hall will be the new home for visit-

ing royalty in the Magic Kingdom.  The castle-like entrance 

will feature walls of stone and stained glass windows, 

opening up into a large gallery – an airy space with a high 

ceiling, where portraits of the Disney Princesses adorn the 

walls. When it’s time for their audience with a princess, 

guests will proceed to elegantly finished rooms to meet 

Aurora, Cinderella and other Disney princesses, such as 

Tiana and Rapunzel (2013).

•  The Seven Dwarfs Mine Train will take guests on a rollick-

ing, musical ride into the mine “where a million diamonds 

shine.” The coaster will feature a first-of-its-kind ride sys-

tem with a train of ride vehicles that swing back and forth, 

responding to every twist and turn of the track. The jour-

ney will be accompanied by music from the classic Disney 

film and animated figures of Snow White and the Dwarfs  

(2014).
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Disney News

A Fresh, New Look: 
The Lobby at Disney’s Port 
Orleans Resort
Riverside reopened this summer following a two-month 

renovation. The fresh new look includes new tile, col-

orful rugs, decorative period lighting and new furniture.  

This  2,048-room resort depicts the lifestyle of the great Old 

South with wandering paths, picturesque waterways and 

the sounds of Cajun music, Disney’s Port Orleans Resort - 

Riverside includes mansion-style accommodations and 

rustic retreats.
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Merida Now Appearing at 
Magic Kingdom Park
Merida, the adventurous heroine from Disney•Pixar’s 

animated feature film, Brave, makes special appear-

ances at Fairytale Garden in Magic Kingdom Park at Walt 

Disney World Resort in Lake Buena Vista, Fla. In addition to 

meeting Merida, young guests can try their hand at archery 

practice and interact with the three mischievous bear cubs 

from the film.
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Welcome to MouseViews, a special section of 

Celebrations Magazine where you’ll get an insider’s 

peek at the Walt Disney World Resort. In every issue we’ll 

bring you a treasure trove of tips, secrets, magical moments, 

special insights, little known facts and a whole lot more! 

Whether it’s a different look at a familiar attraction, a 

hidden secret waiting to be discovered, or a helpful piece of 

advice for your upcoming trip, you’re sure to find lots of  

fun-filled information inside. 

So put on your Mickey ears, set your imagination free, and 

get ready to discover all of those things that make Walt 

Disney World the most magical place on Earth.

Ready? Then here we go...!

15 · Celebrations
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Tim Foster is the author of 
the Guide to the Magic book 
series, which includes the Guide 
to the Magic for Kids, the Lost 
Journals, and the Guide to the 
Magic Autograph & Sticker 
Book. Tim is also the creator of 
the www.guidetothemagic.com 
website.

by Tim Foster

As everyone knows, things at Walt Disney World aren’t always what they seem. 

Imagineers have all sorts of tricks and techniques to make us believe we are 

seeing things that aren’t really there, or at least not in the way that we think they 

are. Surprisingly, while Imagineers are renowned for using the latest and greatest 

technologies to bring their creations to life, they often rely on classic visual effects 

that go way back to the days of the theater…and beyond. These tricks may be sim-

ple, but they endure because they work, even in an age of holographic projections 

and virtual realities.

Reaching for New Heights

One of the most time-honored effects in the Imagineers’ bag of goodies is one 

you may have heard of before: forced perspective. But what exactly does that mean? 

Imagine looking across the room, down the street, or even at a distant mountain. 

For the most part, you have a pretty good idea of how big the objects are in your 

field of view, and how far away they are. For instance, you know that the person 

down the block is about six feet high, and not a giant towering twenty feet into the 

air. Having a good sense of how tall she is, your brain can quickly figure out how far 

away she is; the smaller she appears, the further off she is. Similarly, you can easily 

guess how far away a car is, or a dog, or even a building. It may seem obvious and 

effortless, but it’s actually quite a remarkable feat of calculation and interpretation 

that your brain does in a split second. 

However, this opens up the opportunity to play some visual tricks. By distorting 

some of our visual cues, Imagineers can make objects appear larger, smaller, clos-

er, or farther away. This is called forced perspective. The best example is probably 

right on Main Street, U.S.A. The buildings seem much taller than they actually are 

because the windows in the upper stories are smaller than normal. When we look 

at them, we have no reason to believe that they aren’t similar in size to the windows 

at ground level, after all, that’s how buildings and houses are typically constructed. 

Since we have a subconscious idea of how big the upper level windows should be, 

our brains figure that since they seem tiny, they must be far away, ergo, the build-

ing must be fairly tall. In fact, the upper windows are a fraction of the size of the 

ground floor windows, and the buildings aren’t nearly as tall as a typical two or 

three story building. The effect is put to even grander use at Cinderella Castle. As 

you make your way up the exterior, the windows, and even the bricks, get smaller 

and smaller. To a viewer on the ground, the upper windows seem positively tiny, 

thus making the castle appear to soar much higher than the 189 feet that it actu-

ally is. (To dispel a myth, some say that the shops on Main Street, U.S.A. are angled 

slightly to draw you in to the Castle. A quick look at a map reveals they are perfectly 

straight; it’s the combination of perspective tricks on the shops and the Castle itself 

that appears to make it soar at the end of Main Street. And let’s face it, the Castle 

isn’t a slouch in terms of size, so in point of fact it really is soaring into the Florida 

sky! No trickery involved there. The illusion is in making it appear even grander and 

more spectacular than it is.)

You can also see this effect put to use in the Canada pavilion, where the trees on 

the Rocky Mountain façade grow smaller and smaller as they near the top, making 

A Different Perspective



the mountain appear larger. Similarly, the shops 

and facades on Hollywood and Sunset Boule-

vards at the Disney Hollywood Studios employ 

the same trick as the shops in the Magic King-

dom to make the thoroughfares seem grander. 

In fact, nearly every multi-story structure found 

in the parks makes use of this technique (with 

some notable exceptions we’ll discuss later), so 

be sure to look closely and see if you can spot the 

illusion. 

Another sort of perspective trick looms at 

the Studios, and that can be found over at the 

Streets of America. Looking down the street to-

ward the New York façade reveals the spectacu-

lar New York City skyline. We know the Empire 

State Building is exceptionally tall, so when we 

see it, it appears to be far away, thus stretching 

the street in our minds. However, as you get closer, you’ll see 

that the buildings are merely scenery, and not nearly as tall 

as you might have supposed. Welcome to the magic of the 

movies! Similarly, in the France pavilion in Epcot, we see the 

Eiffel Tower in the distance behind the beautifully designed 

buildings. It must be far away since we know it’s extremely 

tall. However, the tower we see is only one-tenth the size of 

the real thing, we only think it’s far away because our brain 

has an intuitive sense of how large it is. 

Other Perspective Tricks

Curiously, World Showcase is home to a building that 

takes advantage of forced perspective in a different way. 

At the American Adventure, the massive theater inside re-

quired construction of a building that was five stories high. 

However, a five-story building would be very overwhelming, 

not to mention inappropriate for the time period. So Imagi-

neers carefully scaled the windows and other elements to 

make the building appear to be only three stories tall from 

the outside. This was done through a careful arrangement 

of architectural elements, such as the massive portico that 

dwarfs the entranceway. Not only does the imposing struc-

ture fit the scale of a supposed three-story building, but it 

also serves to mask the distance between the first and sec-

ond floors. Additionally, the third floor windows are quite 

large, nearly as tall as the entrance doors, serving to “fill up” 

the space even further.

There’s another location where forced perspective is used 

to give an alternate effect, and that’s at Peter Pan’s Flight in 

the Magic Kingdom. For your flight over London, the goal 

was to make the buildings look tiny and far away, rather 

than just a few feet below your feet. To accomplish that, the 

vertical edges of the buildings are angled in (imagine train 

tracks appearing to merge together in the distance), trick-

ing your brain into thinking they’re far away, and that you 

are flying high above the city on your way to Neverland.

One last trick of perspective can be found at the Haunted 

Mansion, but this effect is quite different from what we’ve 

seen (hah!) thus far. As you pass through the library, you may 

have wondered how the busts rotate with eerie precision 

so that they always face you. In fact, a moment’s thought 

would lead to the conclusion that the illusion would be im-

possible to pull off, for whatever mechanism was used to 

make them face you would surely turn them away from 

those that are in front or behind you, but such is not the 

case. The trick is actually quite simple, and doesn’t involve, 

computers, CGI, or holograms. The busts are actually more 

like masks, similar to the old style ones you would wear at 

Halloween. What you are looking at is the reverse side of the 

shell, in other words, the inside of the mask as if you were 

wearing it and pulled it away. When seen from this perspec-

tive, the mask (which actually remains stationary), appears 

to rotate as you glide by. Simple! Actually, it’s rather difficult 

to visualize, but a quick internet search will yield some ani-

mations that demonstrate the effect.

Walt Disney World is filled with amazing technological 

effects, but often times the most effective illusions are cre-

ated with nothing more than a few simple tricks that take 

advantage of the most powerful tool at the designer’s dis-

posal: the imagination.
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I have said for some time, and continue to firmly believe, that it is a great time to 

be a Disney fan. Not just good. Great. Why? Because whether you are a frequent 

Walt Disney World visitor, nostalgic, first-timer, or enthusiast, there is a lot happen-

ing (and more coming soon) to satisfy and delight fans of every age. 

So let’s look at what is coming soon, what’s coming later, and what lies ahead on 

the horizon.

Magic Kingdom

•  Storybook Circus has opened in phases, with The Great Goofini and the second 

(counterclockwise) Dumbo the Flying Elephant now open. The “queue-less queue” is 

actually a big top circus tent. Guests receive a circus ticket pager (like a restaurant 

pager) that notifies them when it’s their turn to board the attraction. Meanwhile 

kids of all ages enjoying circus-themed play experiences, while their parents get 

to sit and cool off in the surrounding seating areas. Just in time for the hot sum-

mer days (and nights), the Casey Jr. Splash ‘n’ Soak Station is almost a mini-water 

park, allowing kids (and kids at heart like me) to find many different ways to get 

wet, cool off, and have fun. Casey and his animal friends have parked their circus 

wagons right on the railroad roundabout, and spitting camels (like their cousins in 

Adventureland), elephants, monkeys, and giraffes spray Guests from almost every 

direction. And here’s a bit of trivia for you. Take a look at the numbers on the back 

of each of the cars: 71, 82, 89, and 98. Do you know what they represent? Those are 

the opening years of each of the four Walt Disney World theme parks! 

•  By the 2012 holidays, the “Under the Sea, Journey of the Little Mermaid” attraction, 

Enchanted Tales with Belle, Be Our Guest Restaurant, Gaston’s Tavern, and Ariel’s 

Grotto should be open. The closing of Snow White’s Scary Adventures made way 

for the Princess Fairy Tale Hall, which will become the permanent home for all of 

Disney’s princesses in a regal castle setting. And in 2014, the next of the “E-Ticket” at-

tractions will open when The Seven Dwarfs Mine Train takes Guests on a musical 

ride into the mountain and mine “where a million diamonds shine.”

Epcot

•  With the recent opening of CarsLand in Disney California Adventure Park, Walt Dis-

ney World fans may be getting a sneak peek at what may be coming in Epcot’s Test 

Track update. The reimagining of the attraction will allow Guests to design their 

own custom concept vehicle, and then put it through its paces on the exhilarating 

hills and switchbacks of the Test Track circuit. Then in the post-show area, Guests 

can make their own TV commercial featuring their concept car or truck, race their 

car or truck on a virtual track, and take a picture with their vehicle. 

•  Phineas & Ferb’s Agent P’s World Showcase Adventure at Epcot opened on June 22, 

replacing the Kim Possible World Showcase Adventure. Guests become “agents” 

and help Agent P stop the evil Dr. Doofenshmirtz (insert evil laugh here) using a 

flip-phone, called a F.O.N.E. (Field Operative Notification Equipment). Like Kim Pos-

It’s a Great Time to Be a  
Walt Disney World Fan!
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sible, there are different experiences available in Mexico, 

France, Germany, Norway, China, and the United Kingdom. 

Disney’s Hollywood Studios

•  The Legend of Captain Jack Sparrow debuts this fall at Dis-

ney’s Hollywood Studios giving Guests a chance to not just 

watch, but take an active role in the world of the “Pirates of 

the Caribbean” films. Located in Soundstage 4, the former 

space of Journey Into Narnia: Prince Caspian, Guests will 

take a first-person perspective immersion into the story 

of Captain Jack Sparrow and join his crew. 

Beyond The Parks

•  Lace up your shoes, because the Splitsville bowling alley 

and restaurant is coming in Fall, 2012. But this isn’t your fa-

ther’s bowling alley. This upscale venue will feature every-

thing from Firehouse Sliders to sushi to filet mignon! The 

new, 50,000 square foot complex will be Splitsville’s first 

two-level venue, and will be almost twice the size of any of 

their other four locations! It will feature 30 bowling lanes, 

a balcony with outdoor seating, billiard tables, and live en-

tertainment. It will be both hip and retro, and a great place 

for some family fun outside the parks.

•  Disney’s Art of Animation Resort – Guests are immersed in 

the artistry and enchantment of Walt Disney and Disney-

Pixar classics through imaginative design and themed 

rooms, including Family Suites that sleep up to six that are 

themed after Finding Nemo, Cars, and The Lion King. In 

the fall, Little Mermaid standard rooms will offer a great 

value-priced option as well. In the new Cars wing of Dis-

ney’s Art of Animation Resort, 480 family suites surround 

the “freshly paved road” (thanks to Lightning McQueen and 

Bessie) and will immerse Guests into the world of Radiator 

Springs.  Parked at the entryway, Sheriff and Doc Hudson 

welcome folks into town, along with other familiar Cars 

characters parked along the road.  

•  If regal treatment is more your style, the Royal Guest 

Rooms at Disney’s Port Orleans Resort–Riverside further 

extend the feeling of joining your favorite characters 

in a Disney Story Room. There are magnificent touches 

throughout the room, and if you look closely enough, a few 

little “magical” surprises can be found in the drapes, linens, 

beds, and of course, the headboards that feature a fiber op-

tic “fireworks” display.

Yes, it is a VERY exciting time to be a Walt Disney World 

fan. What are YOU most looking forward to?
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Let’s stroll around Epcot’s World Showcase, East Side, and search for Hidden Mick-

eys. In World Showcase, you can admire all the amazing Disney details at a lei-

surely pace. So take a deep breath, cradle your favorite beverage and smile at some 

World Showcase Hidden Mickeys. Feel free to point out these great hidden gems to 

Guests nearby:

1.  First stop is the “Gran Fiesta Tour Starring the Three Caballeros” attraction in the 

Mexico Pavilion. Watch for a video screen to the right of your boat that shows a 

broad expanse of water in the foreground and, in the background, a shoreline 

edged with modern buildings set against the backdrop of a mountain. Donald 

Duck is parasailing over the water, but you want to focus on the buildings on the 

shoreline. One building on the right side of the scene has a dark classic Mickey tree 

in front of it.

2.  Toward the end of the Gran Fiesta boat ride, as you enter the fireworks room, 

three drums form a classic Hidden Mickey at the lower right of the “Viva Donald” 

barge to the left of your boat.

3.  Next stop is the Norway Pavilion. On the left side of the large loading area mural at 

the Maelstrom attraction, a Viking in a ship wears Mickey ears. He’s sitting below 

the middle red vertical stripe of the sail.

4.  Toward the right side of the same mural at the Maelstrom loading area, a woman 

cruise director holds a clipboard. To the left of the top of her clipboard, the creases 

in her white shirt form a side profile of Mickey’s face. His face is slightly distorted 

and he’s looking to your left.

5.  At the outside front area of the China Pavilion, classic Mickey-shaped flowers are 

sculpted on the bases of several decorative light posts.

6.  Continue on to the outside Germany Pavilion plaza. On the second floor of the 

building to your right, to the right of the glockenspiel clock, are three suits of ar-

mor. The one closest to the glockenspiel has a classic Mickey in the middle of its 

crown.

7.  In the rear of the courtyard at the Germany Pavilion, a three-circle classic Mickey 

formation is in the ironwork support behind the bell on the front of the clock 

tower. The image is tilted to the right and is formed by the circular metal sup-

ports and not by the holes in the metal.

8.  Near the small town at the front of the Germany Pavilion miniature train exhibit, 

look for a shrub shaped like a classic Mickey. It’s planted close to the center walk-

way, which separates the small town from the background of streams and hills. 

Disney landscapers try to maintain the Mickey shape of this bush as it grows.

9.  On to the Italy Pavilion. In the wine shop, Enoteca Castello, classic Mickeys appear 

in the woodwork along the relief design of the upper front counter.

10.  Outside in the Italy Pavilion plaza, a somewhat distorted classic Mickey impres-

sion is on the left side of the rock wall behind the statue on the right side of the 

walkway in front of the restaurants. In the photo, the image is to the left of the 

middle of the angry fish.

Hidden Mickeys in  
World Showcase East

Photos ©Steve Barrett
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In this issue’s version of Shutters and Lenses, we are going to talk about the prin-

cipal component of photography, without which no photographs could ever be 

made.  This ingredient is as essential to the photographer as the camera itself.  We 

are talking about LIGHT.

Visible light (commonly referred to simply as light) is electromagnetic radiation 

that is visible to the human eye, and is responsible for the sense of sight.  Visible 

light is located in the spectrum between infrared and ultraviolet.  Although there 

are cameras that can image infrared and ultraviolet light, for purposes of this ar-

ticle we are talking about visible light.  

Light can be natural (sun and moon), artificial (light bulb), or even mixed (sunlight 

with a flash).  For pleasing photography, the key is to keep the light as soft as possi-

ble and not bright and harsh.  To oversimplify, the size of a light source is relative to 

distance from the subject.  The larger the relative size of the light source, the softer 

the light will be.  Think of a room lamp with a bare bulb and no lamp shade.  You 

have a very small, bright light source which casts very bright, harsh light and dark 

shadows.  When you put the lamp shade on, the light source becomes much larger 

and the light becomes much softer and the shadows become much less intense.  

On a much larger level, the same principle applies. On a bright sunny day with no 

clouds in the sky, the sun becomes a very tiny light source, despite the fact that it 

is about 330,000 times the size of the Earth, and gives harsh light with deep shad-

ows.  When there are clouds in the sky, the clouds diffuse the sunlight and the light 

source becomes much, much larger, softening the light and making the shadows 

disappear (much like putting a lamp shade over a bare bulb).  This is why wedding 

photographers bounce the flash off the ceiling (makes the tiny flash become a larg-

er light source) and portrait photographers use large soft boxes over their studio 

strobes.  

 Using Flash During The Day And At Night

Ok, so the first thing that you are probably thinking is “Tim has lost his mind!”  Al-

low me to explain.  Cameras have an onboard processor known as the “meter.”  The 

meter is what the camera uses to determine the proper exposure for the given situ-

ation and how the camera determines what the combination f/stop, shutter speed, 

or ISO will be based on the scene and the shooting mode that the camera is set to.  

The meter can also have the camera power up or power down most flashes, espe-

cially the ones that use a “Through The Lens” or “TTL” system.  As such, the camera’s 

flash does not always fire a full charge, emitting just enough light to fill in the shad-

ows under people’s noses, and in their eyes, lips and chins.  The flash also creates nicer 

colors and pleasing saturation, making people pictures much more natural and col-

orful.  (The photo for this article demonstrates this concept, as sons Billy and Ryan 

pose with Lightning McQueen.) Although fill-flash is used mostly for people shots, it 

can also be used to great effect with flowers, insects, and even still life subjects.  

A few things to remember:  Don’t try to use fill flash on large subjects like build-

ings or subjects that are more than 10-15 feet away. You will be wasting your bat-

teries and not gaining anything. (Not to mention annoying those who are nearby.)  

Be sure to keep your subject at least 8-10 feet away from the background to avoid 

Lights and Flashes
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the flash casting a harsh shadow on the background.  Using 

fill-flash can make your people photos look much better on 

cloudy or overcast days, because it will bring life to their faces 

and boost the colors in their clothing while getting rid of the 

gloomy shadows.

When photographing people at night, try to use a slow-

sync flash.  Slow-sync flash uses the flash in combination 

with the ambient room lighting to create a balanced image.  

In the evening, people will often use the flash as their only 

light source, which gives a very bright, almost washed out 

subject with a dark background.  For example, if you only use 

a quick flash to take a photo of your family in front of Cinder-

ella Castle, you will end up with a photo of very bright people 

and virtually no background.  This is a common problem 

with cell phones and lower end cameras.  While it is proper to 

use the flash to illuminate your subjects in the foreground, 

the camera needs to remain open slightly longer to absorb 

the ambient lighting and capture the background to give a 

pleasant photo.

When To Not Use Flash

Nearly every attraction or show (with LIMITED exception) 

forbids the use of flash photography.  There are several rea-

sons for this, including the comfort and enjoyment of other 

Guests, and the fact that using a flash destroys the creative 

show lighting that was carefully created, ruining the illu-

sion of the attraction, not only for your photos, but for your 

fellow Guests.  In some cases, the bright flash can be so dis-

rupting that it can cause safety issues, particularly for show 

performers.  So please, when the Cast Members advise you 

of no flash photography, be courteous to everyone and turn 

off your flash.

The flash will also be useless for photographing Wishes, Il-

luminations or Fantasmic!, yet you constantly see barrages 

of flashes anyway.  I will admit, it does look cool, but other 

than that it serves no purpose as the fireworks are way too 

far away for the flash to accomplish anything.  To properly 

photograph fireworks, you need to use a longer timed-ex-

posure with a steady base for the camera (tripod, trash can, 

bean bag, etc.).  Similarly, do not use the flash to photograph 

buildings and attraction exteriors because it will lead to 

harsh lighting and destroy the ambient lighting that helps 

to create the fantasy.

Using flash photography for the Main Street Electrical Pa-

rade is also a bad idea because the flash will illuminate the 

structure of the floats and destroy the colorful lighting that 

is the purpose of the show.  You will need to be able to get a 

fast enough shutter speed to capture a sharp photograph, 

however.

Hopefully this information will help you to become more 

creative in your photography.  As always, please feel free to 

ask questions and stop by The Magic in Pixels to share your 

tips and photos with other Disney Photography enthusiasts.  

See you at Pixelmania! 
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The Disney Legends program, established in 1987, serves to acknowledge and hon-

or the many individuals whose imagination, talents, and dreams have created 

the Disney magic. Ubbe Iwwerks, a gifted animator and visual effects master, was 

bestowed with this honor in 1989. Iwwerks, who later shortened his unique name to 

Ub Iwerks, was born in Kansas City in 1901. Kansas City was fertile ground for anima-

tors in the early 20th century, and this is where Ub first met Walt Disney in 1917, the 

first of three critical intersections throughout their careers. They worked together 

briefly for an ad agency and then formed their own company, the Iwwerks-Disney 

Commercial Artists, for freelance work. They continued together at the Kansas 

City Film Ad Company where they experimented with film animation. Walt and Ub 

wanted to push this new medium further, and incorporated a new company for 

this purpose: Laugh-O-Gram Films. Their work was artistically rewarding but com-

mercially unsuccessful, and in 1923, Laugh-O-Gram filed for bankruptcy. After that, 

Walt made his fateful trip to Los Angeles. For five years together in Kansas City, Walt 

and Ub formed an intimate bond of artistry, technician, and showmanship.

Walt Disney, with brother Roy, established The Disney Brothers Cartoon Studio 

in November 1923 and began working on the Alice Comedies series, a rudimentary 

hybrid of live-action and animation. Walt convinced Ub to join him in 1924, and their 

second career intersection began, this time with remarkable results. Ub and Walt 

created a plucky and popular new character, Oswald the Lucky Rabbit (see Celebra-

tions issue #23). Walt eventually lost Oswald and most of his animators to Charles 

Mintz, the Oswald distributor, but Ub remained loyal to Walt and together they cre-

ated the iconic Mickey Mouse. Ub was a prolific illustrator on the Mickey Mouse 

shorts, almost single-handedly animating the early cartoons at up to 700 drawings 

a day. Mickey Mouse made history in 1928 when he debuted in Steamboat Willie, the 

first animation to feature synchronized sound. Ub played a critical role in provid-

ing the musical conductor a unique working copy of the cartoon that enabled the 

orchestral recording to match the animation. Ub continued his artistic deftness 

for Walt with his work on a new line of cartoons known as the Silly Symphonies, 

starting with the ground-breaking Skeleton Dance. The prodigious work of Ub 

Iwerks with Oswald, Mickey Mouse, and Silly Symphonies allowed the Disney Broth-

ers Studios, later renamed to the Walt Disney Company, to flourish and grow. It’s 

not an exaggeration to suggest that Ub shares equal credit with Walt for laying the 

foundation of the company. With his artistic name made, Iwerks left in 1930 to form 

his own animation studio.

After ten years of working on his own, further exploring animation boundaries 

and tinkering with the mechanical elements of filming, Ub returned to the Walt 

Disney Company for his third and most critical career intersection with Walt. He 

began work in the Production Control Department and made immediate contri-

butions to Fantasia, in which he orchestrated the scene of Mickey Mouse shaking 

the hand of conductor Leopold Stokowski. In Dumbo’s pink elephant sequence, Ub 

created a new color separation process that allowed for a variety of eye-popping 

hues. For Bambi, he created a realistic rain effect by combining a filmed waterfall 

with animation.

To better utilize Ub’s increasingly technical skills, in 1943 Walt named him the 
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head of the newly created Disney Optical Printing Depart-

ment. Ub came to the rescue of Walt’s new True Life Adven-

ture films by creating a new process in which 16mm prints 

could be enlarged to 35mm for theater use. This “wet gate” 

process removed the inherent problem of scratches on the 

film during enlargement. Ub’s growing role now would be 

technical work on Disney’s expansion into live-action films. 

He enhanced a color separation system that used mattes 

with live-action filming to better control color balance, 

density, and contrast. Ub also 

improved upon the sodium 

vapor process, similar to con-

temporary green-screen film-

ing, which allows actors to be 

filmed in studio and merged 

with background mattes in 

post-production.

For any Hollywood studio 

to grow, cost-saving measures 

need to be present. In this re-

gard, Ub made a significant 

contribution to the animation 

process, beginning with the 

classic 101 Dalmatians. Xerox 

photocopying technology had 

arrived to the business world, 

and Ub modified it to apply 

to the animation world. He 

created the Xerographic Fus-

ing Apparatus and the Xero-

graphic Developing Apparatus 

that allowed for the animator’s work to be directly applied 

to cels, bypassing the laborious inking process. Fellow Disney 

Legend Floyd Norman recalls Ub’s contribution: “With small-

er crews and a greatly compressed production schedule, 101 

Dalmatians was completed in a fraction of the time it took 

to create Sleeping Beauty. That meant a huge cost savings 

and a new lease on life for Disney’s Animation Department.”

Ub’s best recognized Disney film accomplishment is per-

haps the “jolly holiday” sequence from Mary Poppins, featur-

ing Bert and Mary whimsically dancing with animated farm 

animals and penguins. It’s not the first time live-action and 

animation had been merged, but Ub’s traveling-matte pro-

cess allowed for the animated characters to move freely and 

seamlessly from the background to the foreground within 

the scene. Ub made a notable contribution outside of Disney 

when he provided special effects for Alfred Hitchcock’s The 

Birds. Ub filmed multiple scenes of birds flying via the sodi-

um vapor matte process, and when layered they created the 

frightening aviary attacks.

Ub didn’t limit his technical prowess to the film depart-

ment of the Walt Disney Company. He contributed to WED, 

the precursor of today’s Imagineers. First, he created the 

Circarama film concept that debuted at Disneyland in 1955, 

offering park Guests a 360 degree film experience. He later 

enhanced the process with Circle-Vision, which removed 

blind spots from the multiple 

cameras used in filming. For 

Disney’s contributions to the 

1964-65 Worlds Fair, Ub created 

the photoelectric control sys-

tem for Great Moments with 

Mr. Lincoln to allow the Audio-

Animatronic president to oper-

ate. Lincoln was the progenitor 

to the Hall of Presidents, for 

which Ub developed lighting 

and film effects.

Ub’s fingerprints are also on 

two of Disney’s beloved attrac-

tions. For the Haunted Mansion, 

he developed the process of 

projecting a face onto a static 

object, giving the impression 

of life. Guests will know this as 

the disembodied Madame Leo-

ta crystal ball and the singing 

busts. For Pirates of the Carib-

bean, Ub created an electrical circuit to allow light bulbs to 

flicker, simulating the natural appearance of candles.

For his technical accomplishments, Ub was twice present-

ed with an Academy Award. His first trip to the podium was 

in 1960 for a Technical Achievement Award for “the design of 

an improved optical printer for special effects and matte 

shots.” His second Oscar was in 1965 for the “conception and 

perfection of techniques for Color Traveling Matte Compos-

ite Cinematography” utilized in Mary Poppins.

Walt Disney himself had high praise for Ub’s skills. Late in 

their careers, Walt recollected that Ub was a “natural engi-

neering genius and one of the nicest guys that ever lived. He 

can do anything.” The Walt Disney Company is indebted to 

Ub Iwerks’ many accomplishments, and he is certainly wor-

thy of the title of Disney Legend.
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California Grill, located on the top floor of Disney’s Contemporary Resort, fea-

tures breathtaking vistas of the Magic Kingdom, Bay Lake, Seven Seas Lagoon, 

and the other Magic Kingdom Resorts. You can even book your meal around the 

Wishes fireworks spectacular at the Magic Kingdom. The music is piped right into 

the restaurant, and once you check in with the host/hostess stand at the restau-

rant, you can even request a table near the window. (Be forewarned however, these 

seats go quickly! Be sure to book your reservation well in advance, and reserve a 

time well ahead of the start of the show to better your chances of getting a good 

spot.) You can even enjoy the show from one of the three decks surrounding the 

restaurant.

During my meal, I had the opportunity to sample many of the favorites at Cali-

fornia Grill. Once we were seated at the table, the server immediately dropped off 

a warm basket of bread. You can choose from over 70 wines, many of them right 

from California, by either the bottle or glass. You can also choose from tea, coffee, 

or Coca Cola products for your beverage. In addition to the bread, you can order one 

of four flatbreads, including Triple Cheese, Korean Chicken, Heirloom Tomato BLT, 

or Grilled Beef with Mushrooms. The Triple Cheese features Pecorino, Asiago, and 

Provolone cheese with sun-dried tomato, and arugula pesto. The Korean Chicken 

features Kimchi, Ssamjang Pepper Sauce, and Cilantro Sour Cream. This flatbread is 

delicious with just a little bit of spice. The Heirloom Tomato BLT is a popular choice, 

with marinated tomatoes, bacon, romaine, and lemon mayo. The Grilled Beef with 

Mushrooms is a flat iron steak with caramelized onions, arugula, and pecorino-ro-

mano. The flatbreads range in price from $12-13.

Yoshie Cabral, the world famous Sushi Chef, and her team prepares some of the 

best sushi at the Walt Disney World Resort. There are several sushi selections to 

choose from, including Tuna Three Ways, Yuzu-marinated Sashimi, “Dragon Roll,” 

Spicy Kazan Roll, California Roll, Yoshie’s Deluxe Sushi Platter, and Tempura Seafood 

Roll. The sushi ranges in price from $21-28. 

The most popular First Course dish at California Grill is the Sonoma Goat Cheese 

Ravioli. This dish features ravioli with sun-dried tomatoes, pesto, and Shiitake 

mushrooms. The local favorite is the Zellwood Corn “Chowder” with applewood ba-

con, potatoes, cream, and local Zellwood corn. Some other First Course dishes in-

clude Crispy Rock Shrimp Salad, Georgia Peach Salad, Handmade Potato Gnocchi, 

Heirloom Tomato Salad, Hearts of Romaine, Vidalia Onion Tart, and Squash Blos-

som “Oscar.” The Crispy Rock Shrimp Salad is Florida citrus, red onions, soy reduc-

tion, and wasabi cream. The Georgia Peach Salad is artisanal greens, hazelnuts, 

blue cheese brittle, and peach vinaigrette. The delicious Handmade Potato Gnocchi 

includes wild mushrooms, edamame, smoked pork, and organic soft-poached egg. 

The Hearts of Romaine includes a roasted garlic dressing, marinated anchovies, 

olives, aged parmesan, and croutons. The Vidalia Onion Tart includes a red onion 

marmalade, heirloom tomato ketchup, and sweet onion rings. Finally, the Squash 

Blossom “Oscar” includes petite crab cakes, asparagus, and sauce béarnaise. The First 

Courses ranges in price from $14-19.

There are two popular Main Courses that most Guests enjoy at California Grill: 

Grilled Pork Tenderloin and Oak-fired Filet of Beef. The Grilled Pork Tenderloin is one of 

Photo ©Tim Foster
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the few menu items that has consistently been on the menu 

since the restaurant’s opening. The Grilled Pork Tenderloin 

features goat cheese polenta, roasted mushrooms, zinfandel 

glaze, and crispy sage. The other favorite, Oak-fired Filet of 

Beef, just melts in your mouth! This entree features tillamook 

potatoes, blue lake beans, bacon vinaigrette, and teriyaki bar-

becue. Some of the other Main Courses during my dining ex-

perience were Ratatouille “Tagliatelle,” Alaskan Halibut, Lamb 

T-Bone, Columbia River Wild King Salmon, Roasted Organic 

Chicken, and Atlantic Flounder. The Ratatouille “Tagliatelle” 

includes zucchini noodles, roasted summer vegetables, and 

yellow tomato sauce. The Alaskan Halibut includes root spin-

ach, roasted shittakes, bok choy, bamboo rice cake, and soy 

lemongrass butter. The Lamb T-Bone features roasted baby 

artichokes, caperberries, yukon crushed olive oil potatoes, 

and lemon butter. Columbia River Wild King Salmon includes 

pea risotto, wild harvested mushrooms, and green garlic 

pesto. The Roasted Organic Chicken includes Zellwood Sweet 

Corn Cake, corn puree, and chipotle emulsion. The Atlantic 

Flounder includes fingerling potatoes, summer pole beans, 

garlic scapes, and mustard vinaigrette. The Main Courses 

range in price from $34-47.

Always save room for dessert at California Grill. The fa-

vorite dessert is the Bananas and Caramel. This dessert 

includes a crispy baked phyllo square layered with banana 

mascarpone mousse, and caramelized banana. Other tasty 

treats include the Chocolate Croissant Bread Pudding, 

Florida Blueberry Tart, Valrhona Chocolate Cake, Heather’s 

Cookie Plate, Peaches and Cream, and Amarena Cherry Cre-

meaux. The Chocolate Croissant Bread Pudding includes 

toffee pretzels and chocolate malt ice cream. The Florida 

Blueberry Tart includes fresh Florida blueberries, lemon 

ice cream, and honey-thyme anglaise. The Valrhona Choco-

late Cake is a warm chocolate cake with molten center, Mr. 

Frye’s Rhubarb-Wild Strawberry compote, and strawberry 

ice cream. The Heather’s Cookie Plate is a selection of lemon 

bars, mocha shortbread, peanut butter Whoopie Pies, and 

Valhrona Chocolate Mile with malted foam. The Peaches 

and Cream includes Florida peaches, olive oil cake, vanilla 

panna cotta, and peach ice cream. The Amarena Cherry Cre-

meaux includes white chocolate, oak florentine, and vanilla 

bean frozen yogurt. You can add one of 40 dessert wines to 

enhance your dessert dining experience.

California Grill is a popular restaurant that normally 

books up 180 days in advance. Be sure you book early, par-

ticularly if you’d like to enjoy Wishes while you dine. Call 

your travel agent or 407-WDW-DINE to make your Advanced 

Dining Reservations. This restaurant is a Signature Table 

Service Restaurant. The Disney Dining Plans require 2 meals 

per person for this restaurant. 

Teriyaki Sauce

The Oak-fired Filet of Beef is one of the most popular en-

trees at California Grill, especially with the signature sweet 

Teriyaki Sauce. Enjoy this Teriyaki Sauce recipe from Califor-

nia Grill in your home.

Yield: 1 Quart

Ingredients:

1 cup Aji-Mirin

1 cup soy sauce

1 cup granulated sugar

1 cup brown sugar

1 garlic cloves, chopped

1 tablespoon ginger, chopped

Directions:

In a stockpot, add Aji-Mirin and soy sauce. Bring to boil. 

Before liquid comes to a boil, add granulated and brown 

sugars. Bring to a soft boil, then reduce to a simmer. Sim-

mer one hour and 15 minutes. Then strain through a china 

cap. Skim any foam that appears after straining. Then pass 

through chinois before bagging, then cool.
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Vacations are meant to be shared with family and for some of us, family includes 

the four-legged variety. While many travelers are content with leaving their 

furry family members with their favorite caregiver at home, others have discov-

ered that Walt Disney World has some great resources to help care for your pet if 

you decide to take them along on your journey.

Getting There

There is nothing like a good old-fashioned road trip to make a memorable vaca-

tion for any family. But while many decide to take the scenic route via car or RV to 

get to Walt Disney World, others opt for the quicker method of hopping on a plane 

and getting there in hours instead of days. However, there are things to consider 

before letting your pet take flight.

Flying can be stressful, inconvenient, and expensive. Fees start at $100 each way 

and go up from there for most domestic carriers, and there are specific require-

ments for the pet carrier you use. In addition to restrictions on weight, some air 

carriers restrict the breeds that can fly on board their craft. For example, bulldogs 

and Persian cats can be denied flying in the cargo hold due to a higher risk of breath-

ing problems. Safety first, even for pets.

Most airlines also restrict animals on flights when there are extreme weather 

conditions…like the Florida heat. For that reason, it’s best to book early morning 

or late night flights for the comfort of your pet. And don’t forget to book early to 

ensure there is space available to fly, as most carriers restrict the number of pets 

allowed in the cargo hold and the cabin. Be sure to check with your preferred airline 

for their specific requirements. 

There is actually an airline that provides pet-only transportation, and they an-

nounced a future expansion to Orlando. Paws up for this option once Pet Airways 

lands in central Florida! No cargo hold for these guys and they get the attention 

from a Pet Attendant who monitors all Pawsengers. (ahhh… that’s so cute!) 

You will also need to put some thought into how your pet is going to react to fly-

ing, and to decide if the stress on them (and on you) is worth it. Talk to your vet for 

their recommendation on ways to acclimate your pet before they travel in order to 

make the experience as comfortable as possible. And while you are there, be sure to 

get all of the necessary immunization and health records required for travel.

Pet Friendly Accommodations

While official service animals are the only pets allowed at the Disney resorts, if 

you drive an RV to Walt Disney World or rent one for onsite use, you can share one 

of Disney’s most naturally beautiful locations with your four-legged friend. Disney’s 

Fort Wilderness Resort and Campground will allow pets in designated full hookup 

camp areas. 

The pet loops, the term for the designated sites where pets are allowed, are well 

equipped to help make things convenient. Well marked pet walk areas, including 

a special off leash area called Waggin’ Trails, offer all the creature comforts of the 
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great outdoors for a small charge.

If the campground isn’t quite your speed, Orlan-

do does feature several pet friendly hotels, rang-

ing from moderately priced hotels like the Clarion, 

Holiday Inn, and Marriott’s Residence Inn brands to 

select deluxe resorts in the Hyatt family and Loews 

resorts located at Universal. Loews offers a wonder-

ful program called “Loews Loves Pets” that offers 

amenities like a specialized room service menu for 

both dogs and cats, bedding, leashes, litter boxes 

with litter, pet placemats, and scratching posts. You 

can even hire a pet-walker or pet sitter services too. 

Talk about pet-friendly! 

You can check out the options using an online 

look up by searching for ‘pet friendly hotel’ in your 

favorite search engine. Each hotel has different pet 

fees and restrictions, so be sure to get all the info be-

fore you travel.

While you are at the park, your pet can play too!

So, you have arrived and checked in, now it’s time 

to play in the parks! So where does your four-legged 

friend hang out and get their vacation on? Disney 

has partnered with Best Friends Pet Care to offer 

an array of services to pamper your pet. It’s located 

near Disney’s Port Orleans Resorts and easy to get to 

from any of the parks or resorts.

The Best Friends Pet Care facility (right) also of-

fers overnight boarding services. If you thought the 

resorts had options, you’d be amazed at the room 

options here. You’ll find everything from indoor-

only rooms and indoor-outdoor rooms to two room 

suites, kitty condos and even a VIP suite with flat 

screen TV and a personal pet concierge. Personally I am im-

pressed with the number of webcams you can pull up via 

your computer to check on your furry friend or, as in my 

case, check out others furry friends as they enjoy the facil-

ity and the TLC they enjoy from the staff. 

It’s all about sharing the experience, right? So while you 

can’t bring Fido to your spa appointment, you can bring the 

spa to them with their selection of grooming services. As 

for your feline friends, they’ll be treated to a room service 

order of Tuna on Ritz to get that true ‘I’m on vacation’ pam-

pering. 

Other Things to Consider 

Being in unfamiliar surroundings can be confusing, so 

even if your pet is chipped, be sure your pet has a secure 

tag that includes your name and phone number to reach 

you while you are traveling. This will help ensure a speedy 

return to you.

It’s important to resist the temptation of leaving your pet 

in a car, even for just a few minutes. Your furry friend may 

be just fine in your hometown, but remember the Florida 

heat can kill in just a few minutes, even with the windows 

open. Not only is it dangerous…it’s also illegal in Florida.

No matter how you get there and where you stay, be sure 

your pet has easy access to plenty of fresh water and their 

favorite food. Anything you can bring with you like a favor-

ite blanket, bedding, or toys will help make your pet feel 

right at home, no matter where home happens to be for 

your vacation.
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The Magic Kingdom, the flagship park at the Walt Disney World resort in Orlan-

do, has entertained us for over forty years. Its richly detailed lands evoke senses 

of awe and wonder, capturing the essence of adventure and nostalgia. Much of the 

Magic Kingdom, particularly Fantasyland, is a direct tribute to Disney animation 

classics such as Peter Pan and Cinderella. However, smaller and cleverly hidden Dis-

ney elements and tributes can be found throughout the park. Let’s examine several 

on Main Street, U.S.A.

Our discovery of hidden tributes begins shortly after we arrive. The first sight 

and sound that greets us is the Walt Disney World Railroad. For many, a trip the 

Magic Kingdom would be incomplete without it. These steam-powered trains owe 

their lineage to Walt himself, both at Disneyland and Walt’s own scale train in his 

backyard, dubbed the Carolwood Pacific. If you want to see perhaps the first embed-

ded Disney tribute within the park, explore the area underneath the Main Street 

train station and find the bulletin board, outlining the information of arriving and 

departing trains. Several of these entries are deliberate nods to Disney’s heritage. 

For example, the board lists a delayed train from Grizzly Bear Flats. This is in honor 

of Imagineer Ward Kimball, who, like Walt, had a backyard railroad that he dubbed 

Grizzly Flats. Another train departs from Medfield, which pays homage to the fic-

tional college of the Absent-Minded Professor. Finally, the 1966 Disney film Follow 

Me, Boys! is honored on the train bulletin. The film features Fred MacMurray as Lem 

Siddons, a Scoutmaster in Hickory, representing small-town America. The board, ap-

propriately enough, has an arrival from Hickory and a departure from Siddons City.

New hidden Disney tributes have recently arrived on Main Street. The Town 

Square Theater was recently repurposed into a magical meet and greet with Mickey 

and Minnie. Mickey is a magician performing at the theater, and you can visit with 

him backstage before his big show. 

Every magician needs an assistant, 

and Minnie is more than up to the 

task. Backstage Magic with Mickey 

Mouse is a popular meet-and-greet 

event, necessitating a lengthy 

queue. While in line, pay attention 

and you’ll see subtle Disney refer-

ences. Magician Mickey travels a 

lot, and his steamer trunks reflect 

his exotic adventures. Look for 

stickers reflecting various Disney 

properties around the globe - To-

kyo, Castaway Cay, Marne-la-Vallee, 

and Hollywood Hong Kong Hotel 

(perhaps also in tribute to the Twi-

light Zone Tower of Terror). The 

Magic Kingdom Hidden Tributes:  
Main Street, U.S.A.
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cleverest sticker, however, is one that reads Club 33, with 

Anaheim California around it. This honors Walt Disney, Dis-

neyland, and Walt’s personal club he established within that 

park, but never lived to see.

Finally, there is a clever and subtle reference to the Magic 

Kingdom’s fellow parks at Walt Disney World. Look for a 

bookshelf above Mickey’s dressing table that has artifacts 

containing a sorcerer Mickey hat, an ornamental decora-

tive plant, and a “Leota Crystals” ball, representing Disney’s 

Hollywood Studios, Animal Kingdom, and Epcot. If you have 

a sharp eye, you can spot the book Sorcery for the Stage, by 

a single-named author, Yensid. Hold it up to a mirror and 

you’ll read it as Disney! As-

tute fans of Disney films 

will recognize this name 

as the sorcerer from Fan-

tasia, who had to mop 

up the aquatic mess cre-

ated by an impish Mickey. 

Finally, look for Mickey’s 

note board in his dress-

ing room. The Amazing 

Presto, from Pixar’s short 

film Presto, has left Mick-

ey a handwritten note of 

encouragement.

It’s easy to rush down 

Main Street to seek out 

attractions in Adventure-

land or Tomorrowland, but by doing so you’ll miss many 

details, particularly the second floor window tributes to 

prominent figures in Walt Disney World history. These 

windows have been documented in Celebrations (issue #5), 

but one in particular, dedicated to Mr. M. T. Lott, is worth 

exploring here. Donn Tatum was the president of the com-

pany during the planning process of Walt Disney World, and 

he was challenged with how to purchase the vast amounts 

of acres needed for the parks without inflaming the real 

estate market. The solution was to create and use several 

shell corporations to purchase the land, drawing attention 

away from Disney and keeping the price-per-acre relatively 

low. Some of the ‘corporation’ names were tied to the area 

or Disney - Ayefour Corporation, cleverly named after the 

nearby highway, I-4; Bay Lake Properties, named for the 

existing body of water prominently featured on property, 

and Reedy Creek Ranch, Inc. named for a nearby waterway 

and precursor to the Reedy Creek Improvement District. 

Each company needed a designated individual on the incor-

poration paperwork. Roy O. Disney, Walt’s brother and life-

long business partner, used the alias Roy Davis on one shell 

company, and another shell company was headed by M. T. 

Lott. Sometimes it’s the obvious that can fly under the ra-

dar, because, just as the name sounds, Disney was honoring 

the land as it was before the parks were built; an empty lot! 

For his work with the Walt Disney Company, Donn Tatum 

was rewarded with a window on Main Street U.S.A., and M. 

T. Lott Real Estate Investments is prominently featured on 

it as well.
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When Disney California Adventure opened, Guests were welcomed into the 

park by the Sunshine Plaza – a bright, open street lined with shops, and a 

huge mural depicting California attractions and landmarks. Truly, Guests had ar-

rived in California. But with the renaming of the park (from Disney’s California Ad-

venture to Disney California Adventure) comes a new welcome as well. Guests stroll 

through the gates and are immediately immersed in a different sort of experience.

Instead of entering into the entire state-inspired experience, Buena Vista Street 

welcomes Guests into Los Angeles of the 1920s, as seen through the eyes of a young 

cartoonist with a beat up suit case, a dream in his heart, and a sparkle in his eye to 

rival the second star to the right.

The name “Buena Vista” has long been used by the Walt Disney Company. Named 

after a real street in the Burbank area, Disney California Adventure’s version is far 

from what one would expect from a bustling downtown Los Angeles venue. Los An-

geles, while an entertainment mecca in the United States, isn’t known for things 

like cleanliness. Instead of trying to recreate the real street, this entryway shows 

Los Angeles at its best. Gone is the Golden Gate Bridge that used to carry the mono-

rail. Instead, Guests on the monorail now ride over a recreation of the Hyperion 

Bridge. It’s entirely possible (and likely) that Walt Disney himself saw this bridge be-

ing built, as he was a resident of the local community during the same time period, 

and the bridge carried traffic by the Disney studio daily during Walt’s lifetime.

The focus of Disney California Adventure’s welcome seems to be much more 

of a tribute to the man himself than a tribute to the state as a whole. For Guests 

who enjoy the history of Walt Disney, there are details in plain sight. Gone are the 

postcard-inspired signs showing shop names like “Greetings From California” or the 

train inspired “Burr-r-r- Bank Ice Cream.” In their places are shop names like “Elias 

and Company Store” and “Oswald’s Gas and Oil.” Here’s a little hint: Walt Disney’s mid-

dle name shared the same name as his father – Elias.  Here’s another hint – before 

Mickey came to steal our hearts, Walt Disney designed a certain Lucky Rabbit – Os-

wald.  Browsing the shops will yield treasures, but to fans of the life and times of 

Walt Disney, walking a day in his age is the real treat. 

The other shops lining Buena Vista street include: Julius Katz Shoe and Watch 

Repair, Julius Katz & Sons Appliances and more, Big Top Toys, Horace’s Pawn Shop, 

Los Feliz Five and Dime, Kingswell Camera Shop, and Atwater Ink and Paint Supply.  

What’s so special about these names? Well, Julius Katz might just refer to the cat 

used in one of Walt’s first cartoons (commonly referred to as the Alice cartoons). Af-

ter all, the cat’s name was Julius. The Atwater community (where Walt once resided) 

is right off of Feliz street, and on Los Feliz street was a tavern that was supposed 

to be one of Walt’s favorite places. As for the Kingswell Camera shop, it’s probably 

a reference to one of Walt’s earliest studios, a room he rented off of his uncle. The 

room was located on Kingswell. Finally, the Ink and Paint supply reference is a nod 

to the ladies of Walt Disney’s Ink and Paint department. Women were not gener-
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ally allowed to be animators during the 

time Walt was making cartoons, but as 

usual Walt did things differently.  Not 

only was this vital to his cartoon busi-

ness, but it also turned out to be vital to 

his personal life as well! Thanks to the 

Ink and Paint department, he met his 

wife, Lillian. 

The only ride here is a mode of trans-

portation that Guests might recognize 

from Who Framed Roger Rabbit?.  The 

Red Car Trolley line did, at one time, 

exist in Los Angeles; however, it wasn’t 

able to stand the test of time. These Red 

Cars take Guests from the entryway, 

through Disney California Adventure’s 

Hollywood Land (the area previously known as Hollywood), 

and stops at the Twilight Zone Tower of Terror. For these 

eager to get away from the Twilight Zone Tower of Terror, 

this could be a quick exit strategy as well! 

The main attraction here is the Carthay Circle building. 

Replacing the Sun, the building is a fitting centerpiece for 

welcoming Guests into a bit of Disney history. This is where 

the movie legacy began.  The Carthay Circle building is a 

replica of the theater that showcased Walt Disney’s (and 

America’s) first feature length animated motion picture, 

Snow White and the Seven Dwarves in 1937.  A smaller rep-

lica of this building is located on the opposite coast at the 

Disney Hollywood Studios in Florida. In Walt Disney World, 

the Carthay Circle building houses a shop. In Disney’s Cali-

fornia Adventure, it houses the premier restaurant of the 

park, the Cathay Circle Restaurant and Lounge. 

The Carthay Circle Lounge is beautifully appointed with 

golden carpets, tables made of rich deep hued wood, and 

crystal chandeliers hanging from the ceiling. Artifacts and 

photos on the first floor showcase Walt Disney and his ca-

reer from the 1930s and beyond, preparing Guests for the ex-

clusive experience to come.  Here, in the downstairs lounge, 

Guests (over 21) can relax with a glass of wine, and enjoy deli-

cious sophisticated treats like duck confit sliders with apri-

cot conserve, watercress, crisp onions and Taleggio cheese. 

(Keep in mind that Disney California Adventure does serve 

alcohol, while Disneyland Park does not.)  Guests with reser-

vations may opt to go straight up to the more intimate din-

ing room upstairs. Though the restaurant seats 200 people, 

it’s partitioned into smaller rooms. Rich mauve and golden 

tones bring an air of sophistication to the location, but 

perhaps it’s the photos of Walt and Lillian in formal attire 

that helps the room buzz with a sense of celebration. It al-

most feels as if it’s opening night for Snow White.  For those 

Guests seeking some fresh air, a 56-seat outdoor terrace is 

available as well. The menu features dishes like Sushi-grade 

Yellowtail grilled with jerk spice served with a pineapple, 

mango, black bean, and lime salsa, or an Udon noodle bowl 

served with Thai Curry Sauce, or an Angus beef Tillamook 

cheeseburger. Designed by the chef from the highly praised 

Napa Rose at the Grand Californian, the menu is bound to 

be evolving to include many seasonal, local, and delicious 

ideas. Each server has wine training to help Guests select 

the best wine to accompany their tastes and their meals. 

If the food and atmosphere weren’t enough to make this a 

treat, each Guests who orders an appetizer,  entrée, and des-

sert gets complimentary center stage viewing for World of 

Color! While this is not an inexpensive option, there is true 

value here. A meal at Carthay Circle is sure to be a very spe-

cial occasion indeed.

But Guests don’t have to be foodies or history buffs to en-

joy what Buena Vista Street has to offer. Simpler meal op-

tions await at Mortimer’s market, Clarabell’s Hand Scooped 

Ice Cream Parlor, Trolley Treats, or Fiddler Fifer and Practi-

cal Café and Bakery (sponsored by Starbucks). Yes, that’s 

right! Starbucks coffee has finally made it into Disneyland. 

Buena Vista Street is a wonderful addition as the new 

welcome mat for Disney California Adventure Guests, and 

one well worth taking the time to explore.
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Attention all recruits! If you’ve always dreamed of be-

ing a galactic space hero, now’s your chance! Buzz 

Lightyear needs your assistance in defeating the evil Em-

peror Zurg and destroying his plans for the ultimate se-

cret weapon. In order to complete his weapon, Zurg has 

sent his robotic army on a quest to collect crystallic fu-

sion cells, and it’s up to you to stop them. Your quest will 

lead you to the Emperor himself, and a final confronta-

tion that has the fate of the entire galaxy hanging in the 

balance. Your mission starts in Space Command head-

quarters, where Buzz Lightyear outlines the parameters 

of your mission. Once Buzz completes his briefing, it’s 

time to board your XP-37 space cruiser, power up your la-

ser blaster, and get ready to travel to infinity and beyond 

on Buzz Lightyear’s Space Ranger Spin! 

Upon entering Star Command headquarters, you’ll 

come across an Audio-Animatronic Buzz Lightyear, who 

explains the battle plan to passing Guests in the queue. 

As a member of the Junior Space Rangers, your mission is 

to protect the Green Squadron as they retrieve the pow-

er cells stolen by Zurg’s minions. In order to do that, you’ll 

need to blast away at anything in your path, focusing on 

the Z targets to ensure that your three-eyed companions 

can swoop in and retrieve the stolen power cells, shut 

down Zurg’s evil weapon for good, and save the galaxy. 

Once you’ve received your instructions from Buzz and 

boarded your XP-37 Space Cruiser at the loading dock, it’s 

time to blast off into battle! After a briefing room where 

you are given a few moments to familiarize yourself with 

your vehicle and its weapons, it’s off to the first battle 

scene, Robot Attack, where you’ll encounter a number 

of sinister machinations attempting to collect the crys-

tallic fusion cells. Next up is Planet Z, a world filled with 

strange and exotic creatures, all bent on doing Zurg’s bid-

ding. In the Factory, you’ll encounter Zurg’s secret weap-

on and the Emperor himself, as he attempts to complete 

his evil plan. Despite the best efforts of your squadron 

and your green alien assistants, Zurg manages to blast 

off in his new ship. You’ll need to make your way through 

the Escape Hatch, where you’ll spot the Emperor’s ship 

hurtling through space. Once you catch up to Zurg, a fi-

nal battle ensues, and Buzz Lightyear himself arrives to 

assist you in defeating Zurg once and for all. 

Bringing the World of Toy Story to Life

Prior to the arrival of Buzz Lightyear and company, 

the show building had played host to a number of at-

tractions over the years. The first was If You Had Wings, 

which opened in 1972. The attraction made use of the 

Omnimover system, a system that was subsequently 

used in every attraction to occupy the show building. The 

Omnimover system was developed by Roger E. Broggie 

and Bert Brundage in order to convey a cinematic experi-

ence to ride-through attractions. The key component to 

the Omnimover system is the ability to have the cars ro-

tate independently of their forward motion. For you Ju-

nior Space Rangers, that provides the freedom to swing 

around and take aim at targets in any direction. Origi-

nally though, the intent of the Omnimover system was 

to allow Imagineers to control the line of sight for the 

occupants, thus giving them the ability to design attrac-

tions similar to the way one would shoot a film. Different 

scenes can be framed properly by rotating Guests into 

the proper position. Additionally, various supporting ele-

ments such as lights can be positioned nearby without 

fear of them being seen. This is accomplished with the 

help of an extra control rail that allows the vehicle to be 

rotated to a predetermined position. 

This added element of control differentiates the Om-

nimover system from similar designs, such as that used 

in The Seas With Nemo and Friends, where the vehicles 

always face sideways and don’t rotate (much like the 

now-closed Horizons). Additionally, the Omnimover sys-

tem used here, like the one used in the Haunted Mansion, 

makes use of a continually moving chain of vehicles that 

required the installation of a moving walkway to allow 

Guests to easily board and disembark the vehicles. While 

the Journey Into Imagination uses an Ominmover type 

of system, the vehicles there aren’t in constant motion. 

In fact, the only time the vehicles come to a stop in Space 

Ranger Spin is if a Guest needs additional time during 

the loading or unloading process. If this occurs, Guests on 

board the attraction can take advantage of the stoppage 

by racking up extra points, since the guns and targets 

still remain active even though the vehicles aren’t mov-

ing. Unlike the Haunted Mansion (and earlier attractions 

in the same building), the vehicles in Space Ranger Spin 

can be rotated by the occupants with full 360 degree 

freedom, allowing them to face in any direction in order 

to blast away at out-of-the-way targets. Because of this, 

the designers of Space Ranger Spin needed to ensure 

that every line of sight was filled with visual excitement, 



and that there would be no opportunity for Guests to get a 

peek of off-stage elements.

Buzz Lightyear’s Space Ranger Spin represented a new 

sort of attraction when it opened, that of an interactive 

adventure that immersed Guests in a virtual arcade game. 

The premise was simple; use your laser cannon to shoot at 

targets throughout the attraction in an attempt to amass 

a high score. But of course, that’s like calling Space Mountain 

a simple roller coaster. Buzz Lightyear’s Space Ranger Spin 

takes Guests on an exhilarating journey into the world of 

Toy Story, the beloved Pixar film series that introduced us 

to Woody, Jessie, Rex, and of course Buzz himself. Toy Story 2 

(which would open just over a year after the attraction de-

buted) began with a “movie within a movie” sequence show-

ing Buzz in the midst of an epic battle with Emperor Zurg 

(viewers would soon learn they were actually immersed in a 

video game that Rex was playing). Space Ranger Spin intro-

duced Guests to this alternate adventure in the Toy Story 

universe, and made stars out of the three-eyed aliens that 

viewers first met in the Pizza Planet Arcade in the first film. 

The new attraction put Guests through the paces of a 

larger than life video/arcade game, fully immersing them in 

a real-life space adventure, the likes of which had never been 

seen before. The game play itself was and remains comfort-

ably simple; aim your laser gun at the Z targets scattered 

throughout the ride and collect the highest score you can. 

The fun is in finding the high scoring targets tucked away 

in the different scenes. Generally speaking, the closer tar-

gets are worth nominal points (typically 100 or 500), while 

those further away reward an accurate shot with higher 

point values, up to 100,000 in a few rare instances! 

As you make your way through the galactic shooting gal-

lery, your point totals are recorded on an electronic scoring 

display inside the vehicle. There are two, one for each player, 

so you can opt to play against each other or concentrate on 

your own score. Speaking of ranking, you’ll be able to match 

your score up to a ranking board at the conclusion of the 

ride to see how you fared. The top score, 999,999, earns you 

the rank of a Cosmic Commando. But no matter what your 

score, one thing’s for sure. Buzz Lightyear Space Ranger Spin 

is an attraction that will keep you coming back for more, 

whether you want a chance to better your score, or if you 

simply love the spacefaring adventures offered up by every-

one’s favorite Space Ranger, Buzz Lightyear.
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Buzz Lightyear’s Space Ranger Spin: Secrets & Little 

Known Facts

•  There are several high-scoring targets located throughout 

the attraction. The secret to amassing 999,999 points is to 

find them and blast away! Two can be found in the first 

scene. One can be found on the large orange robot on your 

left. Blast the inside of his left hand and earn yourself an 

extra 100,000 points! Also, look for the structure that looks 

like a street lamp as you exit the area. The target under-

neath the “lamp” is also worth 100,000 points, and is best 

targeted by swinging around once you pass it and shoot-

ing it from behind. In the next scene, look for the large vol-

cano in the distance for another 100,000 point target.  

•  Nearby, you’ll also see a large swaying serpent-like creature, 

blast him into space dust and you’ll earn yourself 50,000 

points!

•  Yes, the laser blasters do actually shoot real laser beams! 

They are completely harmless however, as they pack about 

the same punch as a barcode scanner.

•  If you were a fan of If You Had Wings or any of the other 

attractions that preceded Space Ranger Spin, then the 

Escape Tunnel scene may seem very familiar to you. This 

is because the tunnel used in this scene is the exact same 

superspeed tunnel that was featured in If You Had Wings 

and all other subsequent incarnations inside the building.

•  Mattel was the original sponsor of the attraction.

•  The Audio-Animatronic figure of Buzz Lightyear in the 

attraction’s queue was the first of its kind. The figure fea-

tures a computer-generated image of Buzz projected onto 

the face, creating a very lifelike (well, for a toy anyway) ap-

pearance. 

•  Speaking of Buzz, the Audio-Animatronic figure is voiced 

not by Tim Allen (as he is in the films), but by Pat Fraley, 

who also played the part of 19 different characters in Teen-

age Mutant Ninja Turtles. Fraley also provided the voice of 

Buzz in early video games and other merchandise.

•  The Hidden Mickeys are out in full force at Buzz Lightyear’s 

Space Ranger Spin. The hunt begins in the queue, in the 

area near the talking Buzz figure and large View-Master. If 

you look real closely at the planets, you’ll discover that the 

continents of one planet in particular have been altered to 

form a side profile shot of Mickey’s head! You’ll find this one 

in several other places throughout the and attraction. 

•  The hunt continues inside the Battery Room. Look in the 

lower left corner of the room, and try to find the words 

“Initiate Battery Unload.” Focus your attention just under-

neath those words, and you’ll discover another hidden side 

profile shot!

•  Finally, as you exit, see if you can spot three yellow dots 

forming a small Mickey on the purple walls.
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From Walt Disney Animation Studios and Emmy®-

winning director Rich Moore comes Wreck-It Ralph, a 

hilarious, arcade-game-hopping adventure. For decades, 

Ralph (voice of John C. Reilly) has been overshadowed by Fix-

It Felix, Jr. (voice of Jack McBrayer), the good-guy star of their 

game who always gets to save the day. Tired of playing the 

role of a bad guy, Ralph takes matters into his own massive 

hands and sets off on a journey across the arcade through 

multiple generations of video games to prove he’s got what 

it takes to be a hero.

On his quest, Ralph meets tough-as-nails Sergeant Cal-

houn (voice of Jane Lynch) from the first-person action 

game Hero’s Duty, and feisty misfit Vanellope von Schweetz 

(voice of Sarah Silverman) from the candy-coated cart rac-

ing game, Sugar Rush, who may just be his first real friend. 

But everything changes when a deadly enemy is unleashed, 

threatening the entire arcade and Vanellope herself. Ralph 

finally gets his chance to save the day—but can he do it in 

time? “Wreck-It Ralph” crashes onto the big screen on No-

vember 2, 2012, in Disney Digital 3D™ in select theaters.
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John C. Reilly as  

Wreck-It Ralph

John is a theater actor, 

singer, and comedian 

who was nominated for 

an Academy Award for 

his role in Chicago. He 

also provided the voice 

of 5 in the Tim Burton 

film 9.

Jack McBrayer as  

Fix-It Felix Jr. 

Jack is best known for his 

role as Kenneth Parcell 

on the television series 

30 Rock. He also provided 

the voice for the Tour-

ist Father and Carnival 

Barker in the animated 

film Despicable Me.

Jane Lynch as  

Sergeant Calhoun

Jane is an actress, comedi-

enne, and singer, currently 

known for her role as Sue 

Sylvester in Glee. She also 

provided voice work for  

Ice Age: Dawn of the Dino-

saurs, and Rio.

Sarah Silverman as 

Vanellope von Schweetz

Sarah is a comedian, writer, actress, 

singer, and musician who first 

gained notice as a writer and  per-

former on Saturday Night Live. She 

also starred in and produced The 

Sarah Silverman Program, which 

appeared on Comedy Central.
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Sorcery in the Sky
By Michael Reneau
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In a land of runaway limos, plummeting elevators, fear-

some Sith lords, and carnival-action thrills, you’ll find 

no shortage of excitement at Disney’s Hollywood Studios. 

But for a breathtaking nighttime spectacular that pits the 

very forces of good and evil against each other, you’ll want 

to make your way down to Sunset Boulevard and the Hol-

lywood Hills Amphitheater. There you’ll discover one of the 

most action-packed shows in all of Walt Disney World; Fan-

tasmic! 

A Timeless Story

Even in the early days of the Walt Disney Studios, Walt 

regarded the story as king. He knew then that compelling 

characters and intriguing plots were at the heart of great 

storytelling. But just as importantly, whenever an oppor-

tunity to leverage new technology came along — be it syn-

chronized sound or the wonder of color — Walt was eager to 

utilize it, just as long as it helped to tell a better story, paint a 

better picture, or create new worlds that would stretch the 

limits of imagination. 

This tradition has continued at Disney theme parks 

throughout the years, with new attractions and shows rou-

tinely charting new technological and conceptual waters. 

Fantasmic! is a perfect example of this tradition, a won-

drous show that combines great storytelling and techno-

logical innovation. 2012 was a tremendous milestone for 

this Guest-favorite, as Fantasmic! celebrated the 20th an-

niversary of its Disneyland debut. Not to be outdone, the 

Disney Hollywood Studios version turns 14 this fall, and 

continues to dazzle and amaze Guests with its epic tale of 

good versus evil, not to mention its awe-inspiring showcase 

of special effects. 

The twenty-five-minute show is a breathtaking blend of 

water effects, lasers, fog, pyrotechnics, animation, and live-

action, all set to the backdrop of an original score. But of 

course it’s all about the story, and what a story it is: what 

happens when classic Disney villains try to take over the 

dreams of everyone’s favorite hero, Mickey Mouse. 

Classic Mickey Conjures Classic Characters

The show takes place in the Hollywood Hills Amphithe-

ater off of Sunset Boulevard, and begins with Mickey Mouse 

conducting an original score composed by Bruce Healey. As 

fireworks illuminate the 1.9-million gallon moat that stands 

between the audience and the stage, snippets of classic 

Disney animated films are projected on huge walls of wa-

ter. Floating barges showcase live-action Disney characters, 

with each barge beautifully themed to the films they repre-

sent. A raucous crowd from The Lion King floats across the 

water, dancing to “I Just Can’t Wait to Be King.” Later, John 

Smith from Pocahontas and his crew come ashore to the 

island where Sorcerer Mickey had previously conducted 

his booming symphony. The English explorers clash with 

the Native Americans in a fire and acrobatic melee until 

Pocahontas stops the fighting with one of the film’s trade-

mark musical pieces. The scene then calms as several Disney 

princesses — including Cinderella, Belle, Jasmine, Ariel, and 

Snow White — float before the crowds in the company of 

their princes.

Guests next get a glimpse of the villains lurking in Mick-

ey’s imagination as the mood takes a dark turn. The Evil 

Queen from Snow White and the Seven Dwarfs appears and 

concocts a scheme to rid Mickey’s imagination of good, call-

ing upon other villains like Ursula, Scar, Hades, Jafar, and 

Maleficent to assist in her evil plan. The struggle reaches 

its apex when Mickey first battles with Jafar, now in huge 

snake form, and then with Maleficent, who assumes the 

body of a 40-foot-tall dragon. As her flames ignite the water 

around the island, Mickey struggles to beat back the forces 

of evil that threaten to take over. Yanking a magical sword 

from the mountain, Mickey extinguishes the flames with a 

wall of water and defeats Maleficent. To celebrate the tri-

umph of good over evil, the sky lights up with fireworks, 

and dozens of beloved characters parade in front of the au-

dience in the Steamboat Willie riverboat, with Steamboat 

Willie at the helm.

Fantasmic! Celebrates 20 Years

Fantasmic! debuted in Disneyland in 1992, six years before 

the arrival of the Florida version. Interestingly, the origi-

nal Disneyland version was itself inspired by another Walt 

Disney World nighttime spectacular, IllumiNations. Mike 

Davis, Disneyland director of entertainment at the time, 

explained that by the early 1990s, the idea for a Disneyland 

water extravaganza had been in the works for years. “At the 

time, we had been wanting to do a spectacle on the River[s 

of America] for at least ten years,” recalls Davis. “When we 

saw IllumiNations at Walt Disney World, we started think-

ing about it again. Then, last year [1991], Michael [Eisner, the 

former Walt Disney Company Chairman and CEO] gave us 

the go-ahead to try something new, so we said, ‘Let’s finally 

do that River spectacular.’”
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Central to the show was the desire to include animat-

ed film clips. But what to project them on? Conventional 

screens? Of course not! A water-based show required a 

water-based solution, and the result was the creation of gi-

ant water screens, each measuring and astonishing 50 feet 

wide, 30 feet high and 6 inches thick. 

But despite this technological advancement, the story 

was always first and foremost. Original Show Director Bar-

nette Ricci had a script written that drew from the entire 

breadth of Disney animation, even reaching all the way back 

to the iconic Steamboat Willie. Meanwhile, composer Bruce 

Healey wrote an original score for the production, incor-

porating themes from classic Disney films and marrying 

them with all new arrangements and all new music. Special 

costumes were created to help the live-action performers 

bring their characters to life. In addition to ensuring that 

the costumes were visible from any seat in the house, they 

had to be waterproof due to the blasting water effects used 

during the show!

Originally, the show was called Imagination River Spec-

tacular, playing on the theme of Mickey’s imagination, and 

later became known 

as simply Imagination. 

However, a Disneyland 

VP thought the show 

needed a catchier, 

e a s i e r - t o - re m e m b e r 

name, and addition-

ally, it was realized that 

the title Imagination 

would be impossible 

to trademark. Taking 

into account the many 

references to the clas-

sic Disney film Fantasia 

sprinkled throughout 

the show, as well as the 

splendor and awe of 

the many jaw-dropping 

effects, the name Fan-

tasmic! was dreamed 

up by Disneyland’s VP 

of Entertainment at 

the time, Robert Mc-

Tyre. The name was an 

instant hit, perfectly 

summarizing the excitement and content of the new show. 

Originally, Fantasmic! was meant to run for only five years, 

but it proved to be extremely popular. The show’s run was 

extended indefinitely, and was eventually brought to two 

other parks: Disney’s Hollywood Studios in 1998 (replacing 

a show called Sorcery in the Sky), and Disneyland Tokyo 

in 2011 (where it replaced another nighttime water show, 

BraviSEAmo!). 

Pioneering Technology: Water Walls of Animation

Part of the magic of Fantasmic! is the integration of sever-

al different technologies. Chief among these are the show’s 

water effects, specifically the massive walls of water that 

morph into projection screens, each capable of launching 

800 gallons of water into the air per minute. Despite begin 

projected on a wall of mist, the animation on the screens 

is crisp, the colors are vivid, and the action is perfectly syn-

chronized with the soundtrack and prerecorded voiceovers. 

It’s as if actual movie theater screens had been transplant-

ed right into the theater!

The creative team had discovered water screens on a trip 

to France, but realized 

that they would need 

to be vastly improved 

before they could be 

used in the new show. 

While water screens 

had been used in enter-

tainment venues before, 

they suffered from a 

number of problems, 

including inconsistent 

quality and high noise 

levels. The patented im-

provements that Disney 

came up with did away 

with the long horizon-

tal tube design used by 

their predecessors. In 

prior versions, the hori-

zontal tube was fitted 

with several nozzles, 

each spraying water 

through their holes to 

create a vertical “screen.” 

Unfortunately, the use 



of several different water sources often led to inconsistent 

flow, and that led to images that were non-uniform and of 

poor quality. For instance, a picture might look great in the 

middle but fuzzy on the sides. The noise produced by this 

configuration was also recognized as a potential problem, 

as it would obscure the soundtrack for the audience. The 

noise was a result of metal face plates that were used to 

change the water’s direction, as well as runaway streams 

that would splash against the surface of the water.

The solution? Keep it simple! Instead of multiple nozzles, 

the Disney design uses one nozzle to create the wall, with no 

moving parts. Much like a child holding his thumb over the 

end of a garden hose, the components inside the appara-

tus allow the water to smoothly transition from a straight 

stream to a consistent radial fan, creating a vertical arc of 

water that becomes the liquid movie screen.

With no moving parts, the screens don’t just make for a 

better show; they also make for easier upkeep and mainte-

nance. Additionally, the simplified arrangement creates a 

lot less noise, making the music much more enjoyable for 

the viewing audience.

Creating the Perfect Setting for Mickey’s Dreams

When Disney opted to bring Fantasmic! to Florida, one 

problem quickly presented itself; where to put the show. In 

Disneyland, the show takes place on the Rivers of America. 

Unfortunately, the Rivers of America in the Magic Kingdom 

wasn’t conducive to the requirements of the show, and in 

any event it was felt that the Disney-MGM Studios needed a 

new nighttime show to replace its aging fireworks extrava-

ganza. Since a suitable venue didn’t exit at the Studios, it was 

quickly decided that one would be built.  

The new home for Fantasmic!, the Hollywood Hills Am-

phitheater, was constructed just off of Sunset Boulevard be-

tween the Twilight Zone Tower of Terror and the Beauty and 

the Beast theater. In keeping with its namesake, Imagineers 

patterned the theater after the iconic Hollywood Bowl am-

phitheater, the U.S.’s largest natural amphitheater, situated 

in the rocky hills of Hollywood. Disney’s amphitheater can 

seat 8,200 Guests, with additional room for standing view-

ers.  The Hollywood Hills Amphitheater boasts advantages 

over the setting for the original Fantasmic! in Disneyland. 

In addition to providing seating (in Disneyland Guests have 
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to stand while viewing the show from vantage points along 

the Rivers of America), the stage area itself is much larger. 

This increased space allowed Imagineers to construct the 

Studios’ first mountain (fitting into the mountain motif of 

Disney park thrill rides), and to create a 1.9-million gallon 

waterway, another first for the Studios. However, the bigger 

setting did present some challenges. According to Show Di-

rector Ricci, “Because it’s a stadium, people are sitting higher. 

The original size of the [water] screen looked smaller than 

we wanted because of that. It’s a different facility…we 

wanted the screens to be bigger because of the way the au-

dience would perceive the show.”

One Show, Multiple Versions

Just because Fantasmic! originated in Disneyland, that 

didn’t mean that there would be nothing new for WDW 

Guests. Since the Studios version opened more than six 

years after its Disneyland counterpart, WDW show produc-

ers were able to incorporate new characters into the show. 

A new segment featuring characters and songs from The 

Lion King replaced a routine from The Jungle Book, and a se-

quence from Pocahontas replaced one from Peter Pan used 

at Disneyland. Newer films like Aladdin, Mulan, and Hercules 

were also incorporated into the new show.

One proposed change that never came to be involved the 

ending of the show. The original concept saw Mickey Mouse 

walking on the surface of the river and rising up in a col-

umn of water to slay the dragon. Unfortunately, the mecha-

nism that was to be used was deemed not safe enough for 

the performers, so a simplified version that saw Mickey us-

ing the sword in the stone was created instead. 

Finally, visitors to Walt Disney World are very familiar 

with the unpredictability of Florida weather. Show produc-

ers took that into account, and if weather wreaks havoc 

during a showing of Fantasmic!, Guests can still see the 

shorter Taste of Fantasmic! The abbreviated show still 

showcases animation, music, water effects, and pyrotech-

nics to tell the story of the battle for Mickey’s imagination, 

but without the live performers. 

Disney’s Hollywood Studios recreates the idyllic concep-

tion of Hollywood from Walt’s early years, and it’s only fit-

ting that Fantasmic! be the nighttime draw. With their 

original Disneyland show, its reincarnation at Hollywood 

Studios, and now a third version at Disneyland Tokyo, Ricci, 

Davis, and their entire crew have created a masterpiece. 

Fantasmic! not only honors the storied history of Disney 

animation, but it tells a tale reminiscent of the earliest 

Disney feature films, tapping into perhaps the most basic, 

universal truth; the triumph of good over evil, all set in the 

imagination of one of the world’s most beloved characters. 

Fantasmic! indeed!
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When life gave Walt Disney lemons, he had a knack for 

making lemonade. A bitter contract dispute that 

once threatened to end Walt’s young career ultimately led 

to the historic creation of Mickey Mouse. When critics later 

dubbed Snow White and the Seven Dwarfs as “Disney’s Folly,” it 

went on to showcase the infinite possibilities of feature 

animation. If his imagination exceeded the conventions of 

animation, Walt and his studio simply created new ones. But 

the outbreak of World War II was an entirely new kind of 

problem, one that would shake Walt Disney Productions to 

its very core.

The 1940s had gotten off to a most distressing start for 

Walt and his studio. Overseas markets closed by war had 

made it nearly impossible for Pinocchio and Fantasia to re-

coup their costs, plunging Disney ever further into debt. To 

make matters worse, growing labor unrest was beginning 

to pull the studio apart at its seams.

The very future of Walt Disney Productions hung in the 

balance. With scant few reasons for optimism, frustration 

ate at Walt, leaving his creative drive floundering. The situ-

ation appeared quite bleak. That is, until news from Walt’s 

brother changed everything.

Who would have ever thought that a meeting between 

Roy Disney and representatives of the United States govern-

ment would hold the answer to all of Walt’s problems?

Across the country in Washington D.C., the U.S. govern-

ment was likewise consumed with wartime worry, but its 

focus lay not on Europe. There were growing concerns that 

Axis sympathies were spreading unchecked into South 

America, too close for American comfort. To counter this 

threat, Nelson Rockefeller spearheaded the creation of the 

Coordinator of Inter-American Affairs (CIAA). This new of-

fice was charged with fostering goodwill and understand-

ing between the United States and its southern neighbors.

One of the CIAA’s chief initiatives was to engage Hollywood 

stars and filmmakers in visiting South America and then 

producing propaganda. The governmental agency identi-

fied those in the entertainment industry who could reach 

the widest audiences, like Walt Disney, and then dangled gen-

erous subsidies and loans to entice their assistance.

Offering the prospect of a financial safety net, the CIAA 

found a very willing collaborator in Walt. Guaranteed gov-

ernment work would allow Walt to keep his studio afloat at 

this precarious time. Such an offer could not be ignored.

Walt jumped at the CIAA’s offer, but only on his terms. He 

did not want the typical Good Neighbor excursion, with days 

full of shaking hands and posing for pictures. Walt would 

travel to South America only if the focus was artistic re-

search. On this trip, Disney’s brand of goodwill would be the 

eagerness to learn about South American culture and to ac-

curately reflect that in his subsequent productions.

The CIAA pragmatically agreed to Walt’s request, largely 

due to the many failed “missions” that had come before. The 

Disney studio would not be the first to visit South America as 

part of this entertainment outreach and, unfortunately, ear-

lier filmmakers had not taken the continent seriously. They 

created films rife with inaccuracy and culturally insensitive 

material. These propaganda pieces fooled no one, serving 

only to offend the very people the CIAA hoped to befriend.

Grave concerns persisted, though, that Walt and his com-

patriots would not be welcomed with open arms. The CIAA 

warned Walt not to publicly identify himself as an envoy of 

the United States, but rather as a traveling artist in search of 

South American inspiration. Walt readily agreed to this re-

quest. It was, after all, exactly what he had wanted all along!

What began as a simple request for South American 

themes in Disney productions blossomed into a powerful 

accord between the U.S. government and Walt’s studio. The 

CIAA would send a Disney team to South America and Walt 

would produce twelve animated shorts upon his return.

The previous Hollywood emissaries had not focused on 

research and Walt would not repeat their mistake. Although 

the Disney group would not depart until mid-1941, they lost 

no time in beginning to study all aspects of South America, 

from the mundane to the artistic. This research led to an 

important decision: each short should concentrate on an 

individual South American country. Each country possessed 

a unique culture that would be lost in a general continental 

theme. The individual cultures and traditions, after all, are 

what make South America so special.

All that remained was to select who would accompany 

Walt. After naming Norm Ferguson the trip’s supervisor, 

seventeen more were chosen to form a well-rounded and ef-

ficient traveling party. The only non-studio personnel were 

Lillian Disney and her sister, Hazel.

The other members represented several different studio 

departments: storymen Bill Cottrell, Ted Sears, and Webb 

Smith; artists Frank Thomas, Lee and Mary Blair, Herb Ry-

man, Jack Miller, and Jim Bodrero; South American special-

ist Jack Cutting; administrator and logistics ace John Rose; 

publicity agent Janet Martin; musician Chuck Wolcott; and 

assistant Larry Lansburgh.
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The unlikeliest selection was Mary Blair. After all, she did 

not even work for Disney at the time. Blair had left the stu-

dio shortly before the goodwill trip had gathered steam. 

After learning that her husband Lee would accompany Walt 

to South America, Mary marched into her former boss’s of-

fice and asked to be re-hired so she could go along too. Walt 

made a very wise decision in accepting her bold request.

In recent years, there has been a surge of interest in Dis-

ney’s South American adventure. Much of our contemporary 

knowledge on the subject comes from two sources: Walt and 

El Grupo, the documentary by Ted Thomas (Disney Legend 

Frank Thomas’s son); and South of the Border with Disney, his-

torian J.B. Kaufman’s treatise written for the Walt Disney 

Family Foundation. Both works have filled in gaps of missing 

information, even dispelling some long-standing myths.

Key among these was the effect of the animators’ strike 

on the goodwill trip. Many have long believed that Walt 

was strongly urged to travel to South America as a way to 

remove his polarizing presence from labor negotiations. In 

fact, the strike actually had the opposite effect. Hesitant to 

send Walt at a time when his popularity was undercut by his 

studio’s work stoppage, the U.S. government dragged its feet 

in granting final approval.

Eventually, though, no further delay could be counte-

nanced. A final contract between Disney and the CIAA was 

signed on August 5, 1941. Agreement finally in hand, the party 

set off for Brazil, with months of study no substitute for the 

thrill of first-hand discovery.

Unfortunately, an auspicious start was not in the cards. 

Upon arrival at their Rio de Janeiro hotel, the Copacabana 

Palace, the Disney party learned that their reservations had 

been misplaced. With few rooms still available, most were 

forced to seek refuge at the smaller Hotel Gloria.

Now split between two hotels, sticking to the planned 

itinerary proved especially challenging. Each morning, those 

staying at the Hotel Gloria would gather in the lobby to 

await that day’s instructions from Walt at the Copacabana 

Palace. When the correspondence would arrive, the Hotel 

Gloria bellboy would shout that he had a message for “El 

Grupo.” The name stuck.

If securing accommodations had been harrying, there 

were no complaints about the rest of Brazil. An explosion 

of samba music, vibrant color, and strong emotion teemed 

from every corner.

Disney’s research in Rio took two main paths: the smash-

hit song Aquarela do Brasil, and the Brazilian parrot, known 

as the papagaio. As soon as he heard Aquarela on his first 

night in the country, Walt knew that a song so represen-

tative of Brazil’s energy and mystique must be included in 

the Brazilian short. The Disney artists also spent countless 

hours at local zoos, sketching and mastering the papagaio’s 

look and mannerisms. Both subjects would ultimately bear 

fruit in the show-stopping finale of Saludos Amigos.

Although his focus was research, Walt could not totally es-

cape the social niceties and promotional obligations of this 

goodwill trip. South American politicians and artists who 

sought a meeting or handshake inundated him.

While in Brazil, Walt encouraged his staff to meet with the 

local artists to share secrets and hopefully gain additional 

inspiration. This spirit of cooperation endeared Disney to 

the Brazilian art community, who welcomed the opportu-

nity to learn from their famous new friends.
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By the end of Disney’s three weeks in Brazil, any worries 

about their reception in South America had been summarily 

dispelled. Crowds of admirers besieged Walt and company 

at every opportunity. Between the hours of research and 

neighborly outreach, it had become an exhausting trip for 

everyone, especially for Walt.

But despite the stress, his good nature and tireless en-

thusiasm did not go unnoticed back home. A CIAA memo 

exclaimed: “[Walt’s] public demeanor is flawless. He just signs 

every autograph and keeps smiling.”

El Grupo’s next stop was Buenos Aires, Argentina. Happily, 

there were no lodging mix-ups this time. Everyone stayed at 

the Alvear Palace Hotel, with full use of the hotel’s penthouse. 

The penthouse, which was actually more of a ballroom, 

quickly filled with storyboards and other production equip-

ment sent ahead from California. After the Disney party 

had settled in, the 

Alvear Palace pent-

house could have 

been mistaken for 

a scaled-down ani-

mation studio.

Although El 

Grupo welcomed 

a steady stream 

of visitors to their 

palatial work-

place, they enjoyed 

mingling with 

locals at outdoor 

barbecues. Time 

spent socializing 

at these asados 

provided an in-

valuable opportunity to study the details of the gaucho life-

style that would later infuse the Argentinian shorts. At the 

occasional asado, Walt even dressed in authentic gaucho 

garb, much to the delight of his hosts.

Walt and El Grupo also sought to share some Disney mag-

ic with the less-fortunate children of Argentina. On many 

mornings, local cinemas would invite orphans to a program 

of animated shorts, followed by a chance to watch Walt’s art-

ists sketch some of the most beloved Disney characters up 

on stage.

While El Grupo soaked in the flavor of South America, Roy 

Disney kept the studio running back in California. To Walt, 

it might have seemed as if every telegram from his brother 

brought ill tidings. In September, Roy had sent notice that 

the animators’ strike was settled by a federal mediator, who 

had ruled in favor of the striking employees on virtually ev-

ery point.

But another message, just a few days later, put such pro-

fessional disappointment into stark perspective. Roy sent 

the tragic news that their father, Elias Disney, had passed 

away on September 13, 1941.

Although devastated, Walt would not be deterred from 

his mission’s purpose: to provide a lifeline for his studio by 

capturing the richness of South America in animation.

After devoting nearly six weeks to Brazil and Argentina, 

El Grupo separated into smaller parties for a final bit of 

exploration. Working in small groups allowed Walt to cast 

his net far and wide. This endeavor allowed the Disney art-

ists to more fully 

experience sub-

jects such as Lake 

Titicaca, gauchos 

at home on the 

pampas, and fly-

ing through the 

Andes, all of which 

became integral 

parts of Saludos 

Amigos.

El Grupo re-

formed in Chile be-

fore setting sail for 

home. With bags 

full of research 

and minds brim-

ming with ideas, 

Disney’s trip to South America had paid off in spades. After 

a two-week voyage from Valparaiso to New York City, Walt 

and staff finally disembarked on American soil on October 

20, 1941.

Back in Burbank, planning got underway on the first four 

animated shorts. Per Walt’s decision, each would focus on a 

different country: Lake Titicaca, which covered the bordering 

countries of Peru and Bolivia; Pedro for Chile; El Gaucho Goofy 

for Argentina; and Aquarela do Brasil for Brazil.

Everything then changed thanks to a chance suggestion 

from Hollywood producer David O. Selznick. He recom-

mended to Walt that a feature film might be better than 
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four separate shorts. Although production of the shorts was 

too far along for a drastic overhaul, Walt liked the idea. And 

considering that Selznick was fresh off consecutive Oscars 

for producing Gone with the Wind and Rebecca, Walt wisely lis-

tened to the man with the hot hand.

A feature film was attractive for both artistic and finan-

cial reasons. Each short would only be popular in its home 

country and even then would only run for a few weeks. A 

feature, on the other hand, would play to a much larger 

audience and should have more stable theater bookings. 

It would not match the scale of Walt’s earlier work, but the 

four shorts could be packaged together into one whole.

Making it a cohesive whole, though, would take some 

work. Luckily, El Grupo had shot a great deal of live-action 

footage for the CIAA while in South America. These live-ac-

tion segments could tie together the different shorts and 

tell the tale of El Grupo’s adventure.

When Walt realized more footage was needed, his solu-

tion was simple: fake it. Several key scenes in Saludos Amigos 

were actually filmed on Disney’s lot. Walt, the consummate 

showman, was never one to sacrifice storytelling for a strict 

adherence to reality.

Production on the feature sailed along smoothly, largely 

because the shorts so closely resembled a typical Disney 

production. The creative bedrock of the film was undeniably 

Aquarela do Brasil. Built around the hit song, it introduced 

Jose Carioca, the debonair papagaio. His laid-back nature 

played off the irascible Donald Duck for big laughs. Trans-

lated as “Watercolor of Brazil,” Aquarela featured an animator 

literally painting a watercolor of Brazil for the two charac-

ters to explore.

Any discussion of Aquarela do Brasil would be remiss with-

out mentioning Mary Blair’s magical contribution. The 

short’s colors and movement clearly displayed her burgeon-

ing brilliance. Always talented, Blair’s artistic fount had 

erupted in South America and would never stop flowing.

As if Walt needed any extra motivation besides keeping 

his studio solvent, the attack on Pearl Harbor underscored 

that this project’s influence reached far beyond Hollywood. 

Named Saludos Amigos (Hello, Friends), the film premiered in 

Brazil to packed theaters and rave reviews. After its state-

side debut in February 1943, the results were unanimous: 

American audiences loved it just as much as their neighbors 

to the south. With profits beyond expectation, no govern-

mental subsidies would be needed. The quality of the film, 

with its respect for the distinct national cultures of South 

America, had won out.

Striking while the iron was hot, production began on 

Disney’s second Good Neighbor feature. In a similar fashion 

to Saludos Amigos, four shorts would be packaged together, 

though this time as birthday gifts for Donald from his South 

American friends.

The Three Caballeros would be comprised of The Cold-Blood-

ed Penguin for Chile; The Flying Gauchito representing Argenti-

na; Baia for Brazil; and La Pinata for the film’s newest entrant, 

Mexico.
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Baia, in particular, posed a unique challenge with its ex-

tensive use of live-action/animation combination shots. 

Unfortunately, the conventional filming method was not an 

option. The studio had found that, when combining color 

images, any difference in the images’ tone or warmth would 

ruin the scene. Disney’s first attempt was to rear-project the 

completed animation onto a screen, while the actress (Au-

rora Miranda, Carmen’s sister) stood more than six feet in 

front of that screen during filming.

It was a logistical nightmare to line up the shot with 

proper depth, and the finished recording did not look right 

to Walt’s demanding eye. As was quickly becoming the norm, 

the solution would require creating an entirely new method 

of filming. Walt then called on an 

old stalwart: Ub Iwerks. Renowned 

for his role in creating Mickey 

Mouse, Iwerks had left Disney to 

run his own animation studio in 

1930, but returned a decade later. 

He was now an indispensable 

member of the studio’s effects de-

partment.

Iwerks created a two-headed op-

tical device that completely solved 

Walt’s problem. One head project-

ed an image onto another image 

in the device’s second head. This 

combined both pictures, allowing 

the camera to record the joined 

image in one shot. Aurora Miranda 

would no longer need to stand far 

in front of the screen, arduously at-

tempting to remain aligned with the projected animation.

If Iwerks’s live-action/animation device had made Baia 

possible, Walt took it to a whole new level in La Pinata. The 

interaction between animated characters and real-life ob-

jects, such as bouncing Donald Duck on an actual towel, was 

unheard of. 

This final segment would also give the film its identity, 

introducing the world to Donald Duck’s and Jose Carioca’s 

third caballero: Panchito Pistoles, the Mexican rooster.

La Pinata’s radical dream sequence embodied the reawak-

ening of Walt’s creativity and imagination, both of which 

had been forced into dormancy during the wartime years. 

Accounting for nearly half of the feature’s length, La Pinata 

was imbued with the spirit of Fantasia, elevating music and 

animation above plot.

Unfortunately, much like Fantasia, such creativity was not 

initially rewarded with adulation and strong sales. Premier-

ing in Mexico City in December 1944, The Three Caballeros did 

not stir the world’s emotions (or its wallets) like Saludos Ami-

gos. Although not critically panned, many felt that the film 

had strayed too far from the classic Disney feature.

By the time of the American release of The Three Caballeros 

in 1945, World War II was in its final months and Walt again 

yearned for challenges anew. Although some work on a third 

goodwill feature had begun, it was eventually halted and Dis-

ney’s association with the CIAA ended mutually.

Although the studio’s Good Neighbor collaboration had 

run its course by the end of the war, the entire experience 

certainly deserves to go down in 

the annals of Disney history. Saludos 

Amigos’s surprising success provided 

financial relief at a time when Walt 

needed every penny. Although The 

Three Caballeros could not match its 

predecessor’s profits, it represents 

more than box office receipts could 

ever measure. The Three Caballeros, 

more than any other production, is 

the true culmination of Walt Disney’s 

journey through South America, a 

journey to save his animation studio 

and to reawaken his artistic genius. 

Freed from worry about commercial 

viability (thanks to the CIAA), Walt 

used The Three Caballeros to unleash 

a joyous celebration of the essence of 

South America. In just five years, Walt 

had returned from the very brink of professional despair 

with a film that proved the war could not rob the world of 

Disney’s ability to make magic. None of this would have been 

possible without El Grupo’s trip to South America.

Ted Thomas, director of Walt and El Grupo, agrees that 

Disney’s time in South America remains an uncelebrated tri-

umph: “[The] trip to South America is the little known, but 

crucial, chapter in Walt’s life. It enabled him to regain his cre-

ative drive that had been bottled up; the trip itself was a rare 

goodwill exchange that actually did create good will; and the 

resulting films were critical to the studio being able to keep 

its doors open.”

After all, as Thomas finishes, “Without Walt and El Grupo, 

the Disney story as we know it could have turned out very, 

very differently.”
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Additions to the Magic Kingdom’s re-imagined Fantasy-

land celebrate two masterpieces of the Disney Renais-

sance: The Little Mermaid and Beauty and the Beast. As Guests 

make their way through the Beast’s castle, dine in the new 

Be Our Guest restaurant, or sail through the new Under the 

Sea: Journey of the Little Mermaid attraction, they may find 

themselves singing along with the classic songs of these un-

forgettable films.

Composer Alan Menken had just come from a success-

ful Broadway run of the musical comedy Little Shop of Hor-

rors when he and Howard Ashman were tapped to make 

their splash on the big screen with The Little Mermaid. Since 

their Oscar-winning sojourn “under the sea,” Menken has 

penned score after score for the musicals of the “Disney 

Renaissance,” including Beauty and the Beast, Newsies, Aladdin, 

Pocahontas, The Hunchback of Notre Dame, Hercules, Home on 

the Range, Enchanted, and Tangled, as well as the Disney stage 

production King David. 

In addition to his prolific film career, he has composed 

lauded stage musicals, including Sister Act, Leap of Faith, and 

A Christmas Carol, along with his Broadway adaptations of 

Beauty and the Beast, The Little Mermaid, and Newsies, which in 

June earned Menken his first Tony Award. Named a Disney 

Legend in 2001, Menken’s Disney scores and songs have gar-

nered eight Academy Awards (which ties him for the most 

among living recipients) and eleven Grammys. 

From a calypso-singing crab to an airborn Arabian prince 

to a befuddled beauty lost among the skyscrapers of Man-

hattan, Menken has made an indelible mark on the compre-

hensive Disney soundtrack.

How much were Disney films a part of your childhood? 

Like any kid—I grew up in the late 40s—seeing Disney 

movies was a huge part of my childhood. Fantasia in par-

ticular was an enormous influence on my love of classical 

music. 

My memories of the Disney movies remained with me all 

the way into adulthood. When my daughters were born, we 

would watch Cinderella, Snow White and the Seven Dwarfs, Pin-

occhio, and Peter Pan together. When we did, it brought back 

my entire childhood in such a wonderful way.

Could you have imagined that things would progress 

the way they did?

Never.  It certainly is one of the great joys of my life, that 

my life led me from a childhood so fueled by Disney movies 

to an adulthood spent creating those Disney movies for an-

other generation of children.

Growing up in New York, was musical theatre a big 

part of your early experiences? 

I was born in New York City and grew up in Westches-

ter County for the most part—a little bit in Queens—and 

I came from a family that loved musical theatre, so we lis-

tened to original cast albums all the time. I grew up listen-

ing to Rodgers and Hammerstein, Frank Loesser, Lerner 

and Loewe, Bock and Harnick—all the great musicals. My 

dad would sit at the piano and play the songs—he’d play the 

chords, I’d play the melody, and everyone would stand by the 

piano and sing. It was very much a part of the ritual of my 

growing up.

Alan Menken
The Man Behind the Music
by Lori Elias
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You began studying music at a young age. Did your 

parents and family encourage you to pursue a music-

related avenue? 

I don’t think anybody in my family saw my being a song-

writer as a practical career choice when I was a young boy. 

Number one, I hated to practice, but I loved to play the pia-

no. They’d have to force me to practice. Little did they know 

that I’d be faking it, but I’d be practicing: in fact, what I was 

practicing was actually composing. I would take the begin-

ning of a Beethoven sonata, and then I’d write the rest of 

it—I’d fake it. So in a sense what I really was practicing when 

I was a kid was composing. 

Yes, my family was delighted with my musical talent and 

very encouraging, but I think they felt as I felt, that I was 

not very disciplined about it, so how could I possibly make 

a career of it if I wasn’t really hard-working and disciplined 

about it? Little did we know that it was that quality that 

lent itself to me being a very fluid writer, and once I was 

at school and really needed to make a career I very quickly 

developed into a very good song-writer. Then, of course, it 

took a lot of years to hone that talent into becoming what 

I became.

You had planned to become a dentist, following in 

the footsteps of your father and other family mem-

bers. What made you realize that music was your true  

calling?

I went to NYU at the Heights, which no longer exists—it’s 

the University College of Arts and Sciences, which was actu-

ally up in the Bronx, and which is where my dad had gone. 

I don’t know if I planned to be a dentist; I just didn’t know 

what else I would do. All of the men in my family were den-

tists: my dad was a dentist, my father’s brother was a den-

tist, my father’s father was a dentist, my mother’s sister’s 

husband was a dentist, my father’s sister’s husband was a 

dentist, his cousins were dentists, it was just dentists all 

over the place!

You must have had a family with incredibly good 

teeth!

(Laughing) Exactly! As soon as I got to school…I was not 

a very motivated student. I was not a very good student, 

especially in the sciences, and anything in the medical pro-

fession was not going to ever work if I wasn’t going to be a 

motivated student, so that fell by the wayside. There was a 

brief flirtation with majoring in anthropology, then philos-

ophy, and then as they didn’t have an applied music degree, I 

got a degree in musicology. There was no plan to go to grad-

uate school or anything--I just went directly into working: 

playing for ballet and dance classes and singers. I was at the 

BMI Musical Theatre Workshop with Lehman Engel, I was 

writing my shows, and that became my life.

You and Howard Ashman were asked to work for Dis-

ney after your successful run with the Broadway mu-

sical Little Shop of Horrors. Could you explain how that 

came about?

Our producers on Little Shop of Horrors were in three dif-

ferent places. We had the Schubert organization in New 

York; in London, Cameron Mackintosh; and out of Los Ange-

les, David Geffen. And I believe it was David Geffen who had 

the ear of Jeffrey Katzenberg, who was going over to Disney 

along with Michael Eisner, saying, “Check out this guy How-

ard Ashman—he’s very talented,” and Howard went in for a 

meeting where they pitched him a number of projects, one 

of which was The Little Mermaid.  Howard said that was the 

one he wanted to do, and then he asked me to come aboard 

with him. That of course was an enormous opportunity 

for both of us that we grabbed with both hands and never 

looked back.

Were you surprised that your career took a sudden 

turn from stage musicals into animated musicals?

Yes, I was surprised at the animation part, although I loved 

it—it was such a joy. After Little Shop of Horrors, I stopped be-

ing quite so surprised about aspects of my career. Little Shop 

just took off, and it’s kind of like, once one miracle happens, 

you’re just, “Well! Okay! Maybe there are some more miracles 

in there!”And then that one (The Little Mermaid) came along, 

and it really was a miracle. And Howard and I were very 

hard-working collaborators. We had wonderful chemistry 

between us, and it was a lot of learning for me, especially 

in terms of the scoring of The Little Mermaid—a big learning 

curve, and thank God I was up to the task. It changed my 

entire life.

You were more than up to the task! I remember see-

ing The Little Mermaid when it came out—it was during 

“Under the Sea,” and my friends and I were just marvel-

ing at the brilliance of the song.

(Laughing) Ah, yeah...Was that the first song we wrote? 

I can’t remember if it was the very first song, but we had 

a feeling as we were working on it that we were creating 

something special. Now, of course we’ve all had experiences 
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creating something special in our lives that don’t neces-

sarily take the world by storm, but it was just serendipity 

that time, and it was great…I think of it as fate, and I’m very 

grateful.

The Little Mermaid is widely recognized as the be-

ginning of the Disney Renaissance, and the music 

of course has a great deal to do with that. Were you 

aware while you were in the creative process that it 

would be the legend/landmark that it did become?

No, but we certainly had a sense that it was going to be 

special. I’ve learned in my career, and in any of our careers, 

that we can only be responsible for what we put out to the 

world; what happens with it is a whole other thing. 

Look at what happened with Newsies: I mean, you just 

sort of go, “How do you predict that?” How do you predict 

that that movie (Newsies) would just bomb in record pro-

portions, and then somehow, with us doing nothing, re-

cently just develop an enormous following, and become an 

enormous Broadway hit? So these things are just unpre-

dictable. I knew that Mermaid was good; I knew that it had 

a lot of the nice energy that Howard and I had in Little Shop 

of Horrors. In many respects, I thought about Little Mermaid 

as Howard’s and my follow-up to Little Shop of Horrors. One of 

the things that was most exciting for me was just that How-

ard and I were going to re-team, working on a new project 

that happened to be the Disney animated musical The Little 

Mermaid.

After the tremendous success of The Little Mermaid (as 

well as your Oscar wins for the score and “Under the 

Sea”), did you anticipate that this was the beginning of 

a new chapter for your career? 

Now Hollywood films were in my life, and certainly after 

we won the Oscar—that was a new chapter! It’s no question 

that it was a very heady time, and all kinds of doors were 

potentially opening. I didn’t go through all of them. I had al-

ways wanted to be a recording artist, and I thought, “Well, 

is this the time for me to go through that door?” and from 

that point forward, just about every year, my then-manager 

Scott Schukat and I would investigate the possibility of do-

ing an album for labels who were interested in having me 

record, and it always was, “I really don’t have time to pro-

mote the album; (we’ll do it) next year…well, I don’t really 

have time now; next year.” (Laughing) Well, eventually the 

years had come and gone and I never did an album. But any-

thing was possible at that time. It was a great feeling.

You have scored a number of Disney films in relatively 

quick succession. How are you able to keep your ideas 

and compositions original? 

Well, one thing I always do with every film score or mu-

sical score is to really come up with a musical palette that 

is unique to that story, as unique as possible—hopefully 

some area I’ve not worked in before so that I’m not repeat-

ing myself. I try to be very specific to that stylistic palette, 

and that, I think, has helped me to keep scores really in their 

own world, and to be able to go back and forth between my 

scores without them being interchangeable.  For example, 

there are composers who have a ‘trunk,’ and they’ll go, “Oh, I 

wrote this song for this project; I’m going to put it into that 

project.” I have never, ever, ever done that in my entire life. It 

doesn’t make sense to me. I’d rather write a new song that’s 

written for the new show. I don’t want one project bleeding 

into another.

You have worked with a number of wonderful direc-

tors and legendary lyricists. Can you provide a general 

overview of the process?  For example, who deter-

mines the placement/subject of songs: do the writers 

indicate where they feel songs belong, or is it a collab-

orative process among the creative team?  

Well, the writers try to tell us what they want us to do 

(laughing), but essentially we—my collaborator and my-

self-- have two hats. One is that we are composer and lyri-

cist; the other is that we are musical theatre dramatists. It’s 

our job to look at the story and ask the questions, “How can 

this story be told through song? Do the songs push the sto-

ry forward, not just sit there? What stylistic choices can we 

make that will inform the story in a way that would illumi-
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nate the emotional aspects of the story, and the celebratory 

aspects of the story, in an original and fun way? What can 

we do that will have the audience really enlisted in what 

we’re doing, where they go, ‘Oh, I get it. I get it! They’re tell-

ing the story of the end of the world through doo-wop rock 

and roll,’ or ‘They’re telling the story of the little mermaid 

through reggae and calypso because they have this crab…’” 

The choices should always be for that specific world, so we 

have to ask ourselves some very pivotal questions, the lyri-

cist and myself. 

Now, it differs: Howard Ashman would go off and write 

a whole outline, but often also he and I would sit down to-

gether and try to answer dramaturgical questions about 

where songs might go, and what a good idea might be for a 

particular moment or a reprise of a song. I like to work with 

my collaborator in the room. I’ve worked with a lot of lyri-

cists. I’ve worked with Howard Ashman, Tim Rice, Stephen 

Schwartz, David Zippel, Glenn Slater, Lynn Ahrens—she and 

I wrote A Christmas Carol together, and she had written Rag-

time, Once on this Island, Anastasia…Jack Feldman, with whom 

I wrote Newsies—Jack also wrote songs like “Copacabana”…

All of my collaborators are very accomplished writers and 

musical theatre dramatists, so we all jointly sit down with 

the story and try to figure out how this can be song-driven. 

And then when we write the song, I like to have my collabo-

rators in the room—let’s answer a lot of questions before 

I touch my hands to the keys, or before they touch their 

hands to the typing keyboard.

So when you’re creating a song, you and your lyricist 

are literally working together? 

Yes. After we structure it, we maybe take a few days, or a 

week, whatever it takes to write the lyric and to write the 

scene, as well. And that’s where different lyricists differ—

some are more dramaturgically-oriented, some are more 

song-oriented. It’s shades of variation in every case. It’s our job 

to find the musical logic, to find the song moment, to define 

the song moment, and then write the song moment, emote 

the song moment, react to it, and then maybe throw it out 

and start over again! It’s always a very interactive process.

It’s common in musical theatre composing to have 

many songs end up on the cutting room floor before 

they ever reach the stage. Is that typical for an ani-

mated musical as well? 

It’s extremely typical. You look at the box set The Music 

Behind the Magic: I had a whole other score for Aladdin that 

didn’t make it in. Now, actually, many of those songs are go-

ing to be in the stage musical of Aladdin—we found a way to 

get them back in. But depending on the project, there can be 

an enormous number of outtakes. Endless. And the job of a 

musical theatre writer is to write songs, then throw them 

out until just the right one is there. 

Are there any songs in particular you wish hadn’t been 

thrown out?

Not really, because I could say “Proud of Your Boy,” which 

is a wonderful song, but then I wouldn’t have had “A Whole 

New World.” I had a song for Hercules called “Shooting Star,” 

which was beautiful, but then I wouldn’t have had “Go the 

Distance.” 

One of the aspects of your songs that I personally have 

always admired is your very effective use of harmonic 

progressions and modulations—I’ve come to calling 

them “Menkenian modulations.” Sometimes it’s just 

moving up a whole step—but it’s so effective! Where 

do those ideas come from?

Menkenian! I like that! 

I don’t know. I guess it comes from having a fluid musical 

vocabulary and having a very free relationship with music 

and with the keyboard. I do write at a keyboard and I’ll of-

ten allow mistakes to guide me—I’ll think, “That’s interest-

ing, let’s see where that goes.”  To me, I liken writing a song 

to turning on a faucet, and the water’s just going to run, 

no matter what. What you can do is put your hand under 

the water and guide it, but once it’s flowing, it’s flowing. You 

can’t stop it-- it’s just going to flow. As I write a song, I basi-

cally will start a flow in a direction and then I’ll both guide 

it and also listen very carefully to see where the flow wants 

to go. And there are choices: it’s like, “If I go there, that’s very 

unique.” Obviously, you also try to not go where you’ve gone 

before, if possible. And sometimes utter simplicity is exactly 

where you have to go. So it’s a lot of not thinking with the 

brain on your shoulders; it’s thinking with the brain that’s 

in your gut—just turning off the brain upstairs and letting 

that gut-brain kind of guide the way.

Are there any composers that influenced you? 

I have many, many composers I admire immensely. You 

can start with classical composers: Beethoven, Brahms, 

Bartok, Debussy, Schumann, Ravel, Copland; [film compos-

ers] John Williams, Jerry Goldsmith, Alan Silvestri, Randy 

Newman, Tommy Newman; [early American pop/jazz com-
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posers] Frank Loesser, George Gershwin, Irving Berlin…you 

know, one just wants to be a musical sponge. And then the 

filter is a very, very individual thing. The Beatles, Joni Mitch-

ell…I could go on and on and on. Harold Arlen, Bock and 

Harnick, Maury Yeston…It’s great—you know, there are a 

lot of wonderful writers out there you can draw on. Jackson 

Brown for the inevitability of his voice, that musical voice. 

There are so many—I’m sure 

I’m leaving out some amazing, 

amazing writers…Harry Nils-

son, and Stephen Sondheim, of 

course. He’s been a huge influ-

ence.  

It’s not like I idolize any in-

dividual writer—it’s just that 

they’re all a part of the fabric of 

our musical culture, it’s the sea 

we all swim in, so you try to let 

things come through you, and 

try to be as specific as you can 

with the vocabulary that you 

use to tell the story.

You recently had the distinc-

tion of having three musicals running on Broadway 

simultaneously. Will we be seeing more of your name 

on New York marquis in the near future?

I think so. Not next year, but maybe the year after. I can’t 

be the one to announce it, but there are a number things, 

and it’s common knowledge that we’re working on a stage 

adaptation of Aladdin in Seattle. We’re working on a stage 

adaptation of Hunchback of Notre Dame. There are some the-

atrical projects I’m embarking on. How long they will take is 

really hard to say.

Can you provide an overview of the journey that News-

ies has taken? 

Newsies has taken a most unexpected journey. It was a 

project that I loved when we wrote it, but my sense is that 

Disney and the world in general were not particularly ready 

for a live-action film musical. That particular form and that 

tradition had not been re-birthed yet. But somehow over 

the years, it just developed a cult following that just grew 

and grew and grew. Disney saw, and I kept seeing it too—

people were pirating it, and just out of self-preservation, 

Disney said, “We want to start an amateur version of News-

ies—you don’t even have to work on it, we just want to let 

you know that we want to do this.” I said, “Oh no, no, no—I 

want to be involved.” So I started the process with Jack (Feld-

man) and with the original writers of the movie, Bob Tzu-

diker and Noni White, in creating a stage version of Newsies. 

We took some long steps, and Harvey Fierstein came aboard 

and was just exactly the catalyst we needed to get the mu-

sical right, and make just enough structural changes. It re-

ally came together. We did the 

Papermill Playhouse produc-

tion to kick off its start, and 

again, that greatly exceeded 

expectations, and then we 

were on Broadway. And it’s sold 

out--absolutely sold out. And it 

won the Tony Award! (Note: the 

Broadway production of News-

ies won 2012 Tony Awards for 

Best Choreography for Chris-

topher Gattelli, as well as Mr. 

Menken’s first Tony Award, for 

Best Score.)

In August, you made a rare 

concert appearance for the 

D23 “Destination D” event in Anaheim. Can you tell us 

a bit about that?

I love playing for Disney fans, and I love integrating the 

Disney songs they know with other material from my ca-

reer. There are no better audiences, honestly, than those 

who love the Disney movies. They have such an ability to 

completely love and embrace music.

Film critic Leonard Maltin has said, “Some people will 

tell you that music was a key ingredient of Walt Dis-

ney’s success.  Don’t you believe it.  Music was the foun-

dation of Walt Disney’s success.” As the composer who 

is arguably THE voice of the Disney Renaissance, what 

is your reaction to that idea? 

Leonard Maltin is very nice! Yes, I think music is the foun-

dation of Disney’s success, and understanding that has been 

a real boon to me as a composer. I’ve been very fortunate 

to be in the right place at the right time. I don’t feel respon-

sible for it; I feel like I’m a very lucky recipient of it, of the 

opportunity to work at a place that can catapult songs that 

could otherwise just be sort of a revue number, into being 

heard in every household across the world. It’s just a crazy, 

wonderful opportunity.
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A Collaboration 
That Was 
Destined to Be- 
Salvador Dalí 
and Walt Disney
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One of the things that most defined Walt Disney’s vi-

sion as an artist was his profound duality of taste. He 

adored crude slapstick, as seen in the inventive barnyard 

humor of the earliest Mickey Mouse cartoons. But Walt Dis-

ney also hungered for the sublime in his films, which led him 

to pursue what the press initially called “Disney’s folly,” the 

first feature-length cartoon, Snow White and the Seven Dwarfs. 

This duality can also be heard in the rattletrap madness 

of Mickey’s rendition of “Turkey in the Straw” in Steamboat 

Willie, and in the sophisticated classical performances—by 

Leopold Stokowski and the Philadelphia Orchestra—that 

accompanied Fantasia. And this duality can be seen in two 

fine artists whose works once adorned Walt Disney’s studio 

office: Norman Rockwell, whose Realist paintings of small 

town life seemed to define an idealized form of American 

culture, and Salvador Dalí, the Spanish surrealist whose 

strange imagery conveyed all the more emotional surprise 

for its photorealistic detail.

In Walt Disney, Salvador Dalí had found something of a 

kindred spirit. Walt Disney once said, “It’s kind of fun to do 

the impossible,” and Salvador Dalí’s entire career was devot-

ed to an exploration of the unconscious using impossible 

imagery, often in a playful way. Before they met, Dalí had 

enthusiastically deemed Walt Disney a fellow surrealist, 

and some of the animation of the early Mickey Mouse car-

toons, not to mention the experimental animation of the 

Nutcracker sequence in Fantasia, and certain scenes from 

Saludos Amigos and The Three Caballeros, might seem to bear 

this label out. If the press and a large portion of the public 

found the affinity between the two men perplexing, such 

a view underestimated the seriousness with which Walt 

Disney regarded art, despite working in what is often been 

considered a medium for children.

Walt Disney and Salvador Dalí met in 1945, at a dinner 

party hosted by studio mogul Jack Warner. A friendship 

ensued. Diane Disney Miller reports that on one afternoon 

in the Disney home, Dalí could be seen squatting in dignity 

in a black overcoat, on a hot summer’s day, as a passenger 

on Walt Disney’s beloved miniature, steam-powered Car-

olwood Pacific Railroad train. There are a surprising num-

ber of photos of Walt Disney with this experimental artist, 

many of them in social situations, with Lillian Disney and 

Gala Dalí at their sides, when normally Walt Disney’s fam-

ily life was so private. Walt visited Dalí at his home when he 

visited Spain in 1957. Theirs was an abiding friendship, built 

upon mutual respect.

For eight months starting late in 1945, Salvador Dalí 

worked with the Disney Studios on a short film project 

called Destino. Disney artist and later Legend John Hench 

was assigned to assist the eccentric surrealist (Hench 

would become an Imagineer who designed the Peoplemov-

er, Space Mountain, and Cinderella’s Castle). According to 

Hench, Dalí was volubly imaginative, generating a wealth of 

artistic ideas. The narrative of Destino would be a love story, 

in which two lovers are separated by a symbolic landscape 

of transforming obstacles. The animation would be accom-

panied by the Armando Dominguez ballad called “Destino,” 

as crooned by Dora Luz, who earlier sang “You Belong to my 

Heart” in The Three Caballeros. Dalí and Hench eventually 

produced a seventeen-second test shot of the film, in which 

two nightmarish faces, imperfectly suspended by oarlocks 

attached to the backs of giant tortoises, clumsily come to-

gether in the center of the screen’s desert landscape, reveal-

ing in the silhouette between the two faces the shape of a 

ballerina, the woman of this love story. And then the Disney 

Studios abruptly discontinued production on the film. 

According to Walt, “It was certainly no fault of Dalí’s that 

the project we were working on was not completed—it 

was simply a case of policy changes in our distribution 

plans.” The studio was beginning to phase out its “package” 

pictures—feature length cartoons that didn’t tell feature-

length stories, but were instead collections of various car-

toons. The studio was also shifting away from more Mod-

ern productions, such as Fantasia, Saludos Amigos, and The 

Three Caballeros. Eventually, many of the early sketch designs 

and preliminary paintings for the film, as well as the screen 

test, were lost. A small legend in American culture was cre-

ated, encouraging people to ponder the possibilities for this 

almost unthinkable collaboration that seemed destined 

not to be.

Thrillingly, though, the production materials weren’t lost 

forever. Roy E. Disney, Walt Disney’s nephew, became the 

head of Walt Disney Animation in the 1980s, and was influ-

ential in overseeing the renaissance of Disney animation of 

the late 1980s and early ‘90s. While planning Fantasia 2000, 

Roy uncovered the screen test and other materials, and ar-

ranged for Disney Studios France to finish this project that 

had been waiting for over five decades in the vault. A team 

of animators studied the materials, and sought advice from 

John Hench himself, as well as from Gala, Dalí’s widow. 

In 2003, the six-minute animated short finally debuted at 

the Annecy International Film Festival in France, and later 

was shown before the Touchstone film Calendar Girls, which 

was released in art-house theaters.  In the summer of 2007, 
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Destino was shown at the Tate Modern gallery in London. A 

year later the film was part of the Dalí special exhibit at the 

Museum of Modern Art in New York, and was also shown at 

the Salvador Dalí Museum in St. Petersburg, Florida, just an 

hour and a half southwest of Walt Disney World. 

Destino was worth the wait. Computerized effects un-

available to the original animators in 1946 contributed 

sublimely to the finished film. The color is visually nuanced 

and breathtakingly rich, surely representing state of the art 

digital ink-work in the twenty-first century. The silhouettes 

of the many shadows 

that appear across the 

landscapes are uncan-

nily crisp. A moment 

when the desert sand 

sinks underneath it-

self is shockingly well 

rendered. And the daz-

zling swirl of the cam-

era’s perspective as the 

woman runs up the 

outer curves of a giant, 

semi-abstract sculp-

ture of a body is among 

the most beautiful 

scenes Disney anima-

tion has ever produced.

Many of Dalí’s most 

iconic images appear 

in Destino: desert land-

scapes with craggy 

formations on the ho-

rizon, warped clocks, 

people transformed 

into abstract sculp-

tures, and ants crawl-

ing out of a man’s hand 

(an image that originally appeared in his infamous film 

collaboration with Luis Buñuel, Un Chien Andalou). These 

flashes of the familiar do not feel derivative, as the images 

all contribute to this story of thwarted love, and are part of 

a quickly moving continuum of amazing imagery. 

The constant transformations of Destino are deeply 

stirring as the landscape that separates the woman and 

her lover changes into various obstacles. And in confront-

ing these encumbrances, the lovers themselves are trans-

formed into different forms in the transforming landscape, 

only to eventually transform again into the forms of the 

two lovers. (Considering how long Destino was in the mak-

ing, it seems appropriate that the male lover appears to be 

Chronos, the god of time, in various incarnations, including 

that of a baseball player.) 

These constant metamorphoses might sound confus-

ing, but Destino’s story is easy to appreciate. The images are 

extremely compelling, and the thwarting of love that ap-

pears in the film also gives way to moments of lightness 

and beauty, moments centered by this ballerina whose 

mind is filled with 

dandelion florets that 

float serenely, softly, 

across the screen to 

the choral singing of 

the ballad “Destino.” 

This beautiful song is 

a recording from the 

golden age of Disney 

animation, and so is 

one more amazing as-

pect of this production 

resurrected from the 

past. The memorable 

song, both optimistic 

and haunting, lends 

the six minute surre-

alist cartoon so much 

of its momentum and 

continuity.

Salvador Dalí had 

participated in films 

often in his life—nota-

bly in Un Chien Andalou 

(1929), the dream se-

quence in Alfred Hitch-

cock’s Spellbound (1945), 

and his own Impressions of Upper Mongolia (1975)—but Destino 

feels like what a Salvador Dalí painting would look like if it 

could move. It is an extraordinary realization of an extraor-

dinary collaboration, between two men of great vision. It is 

a unique film that, thanks to Roy E. Disney, was destined to 

be shared with the world at last.

Note: Destino is now perhaps the most special of special fea-

tures to ever appear in home release, on the Fantasia & Fantasia 

2000 Special Edition Blu-ray.

Photo and artwork ©Disney

Image based on storyboard by Salvador Dalí for the Walt Disney film Destino
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The American Adventure

I grew up in Southern California, which meant that I was 

able to visit Disneyland several times a year. I grew up lov-

ing Disneyland and still do. However, it is important to re-

member that some of Walt Disney’s biggest dreams for his 

theme park didn’t come true until Walt Disney World opened.

In 1957, Walt planned an addition to Disneyland that was to 

be called Liberty Street. The area would have been themed to 

the Revolutionary War period like his then recently released 

theatrical live action film Johnny Tremain.  Walt had planned 

that there would be a show entitled One Nation Under God 

that told the history of the United States and spotlighted 

electro-mechanical figures representing all the Presidents of 

the United States up to that time. 

An excerpt from that Disney proposal dated June 29, 1961 

stated, “As presently planned, One Nation Under God will be 

a twenty-seven minute live action film dramatizing signifi-

cant episodes in U.S. history, linked together with off-screen 

narration. The film traces the development of (America) 

through trial and tribulation, right up to the present.

“The technique is an extension of the Circarama idea, in 

that five projectors will be used spreading the picture well 



beyond the field of human vision. This feeling is enhanced 

by the use of multiple stereophonic sound tracks—and 

even ‘smells’ (eg. The odor of gunpowder in battle).

“In a space age sequence, an extra dimension is added; the 

picture spreads up onto a dome overhead. For the finale, a 

‘Hall of Presidents’ is unveiled. This consists of life sized mov-

ing and talking figures of thirty-four presidents—some-

thing brand new now being developed at Disney Studios.”

Walt wanted an immersive “magic theater” experience to 

tell the story of the history of America. In 1971, Walt’s dream 

of a Hall of Presidents was realized with the opening of Lib-

erty Square in the Magic Kingdom. In 1982, Walt’s dream of 

a massive magic theater with film and special effects was 

realized with the opening of the American Adventure at 

Epcot.

“The American Adventure was a show that was conceived 

from the earliest phases of E.P.C.O.T. Center as a mainstay in 

the project,” stated Show Writer and Producer (and lyricist 

for the “Golden Dreams” song) Randy Bright in 1982. “The only 

problem was we didn’t realize how difficult it would be to 

achieve. It’s easy to pontificate and say in a quick line or two 

that it’s going to be an inspiring show about America. That’s 

the easy part. Now, how you achieve that and get down in 

the trenches and make it occur not only wasn’t easy; it was 

a nightmare. 

“One of the toughest things we had to do was take 350 

years and compress it down to 20 minutes. In fact, we failed. 

It is a 28 minute show. We went through six abject failures 

before we got to an American Adventure we all felt comfort-

able with, which ultimately became what we have today.”

The show recounts 350 years because the Imagineers 

chose to begin the show not with the Revolutionary War, 

but with the arrival of the Pilgrims.

“Basically, we began to develop a show that for the most 

part began not with a concept but with an idea,” comment-

ed Bright. “And we said even before we got down to the con-

tent, how do we keep this theater alive and moving and full 

of theatrical surprises for the public? Each thing that oc-

curred tops the last thing that occurs in terms of a method 

of presentation. So, once we got that Magic Theater down 

in terms of how we move figures and have film and make 

dimensional sets and rear projection scenes all working in 

unison, now we’ll deal with what the story is.”

The show consists of seventeen different scenes, most of 
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which needed to take place at center stage. Disney design-

ers came up with a 65’ x 35’ x14’ moving wagon weighing 

350,000 pounds that rumbles nearly silently under the stage 

and the audience. Ten different sets are mounted on this 

wagon, and at the appropriate time, the wagon moves into 

a position that allows the proper set to rise onto stage level.

In addition, there are six stationary sets, four on one side, 

two on the other, which rise by themselves or together with 

a set on the wagon. Support pilings driven nearly 300 feet 

into the ground provide a structurally sound foundation 

for the wagon and the rest of the building.

Because of the wagon pit’s low ceiling, and the height of 

some of the sets, Imagineers designed telescopic lifts so 

that the outer frame of the set stays in place, while a frame 

inside the outer one rises into place a little higher. Another 

frame comes up from within the intermediate one, adding 

even more height.

Garments, wigs, and any other accessories had to stay 

clear of the lifts and hydraulics when appearing and disap-

pearing from the stage. Offstage posture became an impor-

tant issue as in the case of the feathers adorning Chief Jo-

seph’s costume so that items were not damaged or caught 

in the mechanics. 

As described in the 1977 Walt Disney Productions an-

nual report, the American Adventure show at Epcot was 

originally going to feature three hosts. Ben Franklin would 

represent the 18th Century (1700s), Mark Twain would be 

the commentator for the 19th Century (1800s) and finally 

Will Rogers would be the spokesman for the 20th Century 

(1900s).

“One of the most difficult tasks was selecting the charac-

ters,” remembered Bright. “We chose Ben Franklin because 

we didn’t think anybody could be a more lucid spokesper-

son for the Revolutionary War period of time than the great 

father of everything from wit to invention to articulation 

of the American experience. We thought he could bring hu-

mor into this. Ben Franklin had it all wrapped up.

“The best spokesman for the 19th Century…we looked 

at a number of people but ultimately said, the one who 

seemed to be enduring was certainly Mark Twain.

“I can’t tell you what we went through with the 20th 

Century. In the earlier phases somebody said, ‘Will Rogers, 

of course.’ We took that idea to a college class back East of 

about 150 students of Political Science, about five of whom 

knew who Will Rogers was, sadly enough. So we learned 

something there: that we better bring somebody more con-

temporary into that (role).”

“The closer we got to today, the 

more controversial things became,” 

recalled Bright. “Everybody had their 

idea of who that person should 

be and we probably went through 

about 300 names, not one of which 

could you get five people at our table 

to agree on as the spokesperson for 

the 20th Century. We’re just too close 

to that period of time. If you flashed 

forward to a hundred years from 

now, I think historians would be 

able to give us a figure to put in (that 

role).”

Newsman Walter Cronkite was 

one of the top contenders for the 

role. Briefly, it was considered using 

Walt Disney as the spokesman for 

the 20th century since he had lived 

through most of it. Eventually it was 

decided to just have two spokesmen. 

After all of the time and effort 

put into the Will Rogers figure, the 

Imagineers shoehorned the charac-

ter into the Great Depression scene. 

The voice was supplied by Rogers’ 

son who often did professional im-

personations of his late father. 

Talented voice actor Dallas McK-

ennon was brought in to record the 

voice of Ben Franklin.  Over the de-

cades, he provided voices for several Disney animated films 

(including some of the dogs in both Lady and the Tramp 

and 101 Dalmatians), and many Disney attractions (includ-

ing the Old Prospector safety spiel for Big Thunder Moun-

tain Railroad and Zeke in Country Bear Jamboree). He also 

appeared as a live action performer in such Disney movies 

as Son of Flubber, The Misadventures of Merlin Jones, Hot 

Lead and Cold Feet, and The Cat from Outer Space.

John Anderson supplied the voice of Mark Twain. Ander-

son had a long career as a working actor in both film and 

television, including four different roles in the original Twi-

light Zone, as well as performing as President Lincoln three 

times for various projects. 

Perhaps one of the most moving moments in the show is 
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the short film, “Two Brothers,” chronicling the lives of two 

siblings who joined opposite sides during the Civil War; one 

wore blue and one wore gray.

The two brothers in the photos are actually Imagineers 

John Olson and Jeff Burke. Their scenes were shot on the 

backlot of the Disney Studio in Burbank, which had been 

transformed into different time periods for other live ac-

tion films over the years. The New Orleans train station at 

Disneyland is also used as a location in the scene of the re-

turning coffin. The song is not an original Disney creation, 

but was written in 1951 by Irving Gordon. (Gordon also 

wrote Nat King Cole’s hit song “Unforgettable” that was re-

leased that same year.) There is a third verse that is not sung 

in the show about two young girls (one wore blue and one 

wore black) waiting for their darlings to come back from 

the war on a beautiful morning. For the show, the vocals 

were provided by Ali Olmo, who co-wrote (with Danny Ja-

cob) the song “Aloha E, Komo Mai” used in the Lilo and Stitch 

television series and the movie Leroy and Stitch. 

There are many, many more stories to share about this 

emotionally moving attraction that fulfills one of Walt Dis-

ney’s greatest dreams: to share the story of how Americans 

overcame obstacles and became a better nation because of 

it. More importantly, this remarkable and innovative show 

allows Guests to better understand and appreciate the 

American heritage and to feel good about themselves and 

the future.
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Yesterday in Tomorrowland
Over the past 40 years, we have seen some interesting 

Turning my Wayback Machine’s dial to October 1, 1971, 

it was certainly a very exciting day, as the magic of Disney 

came to a sleepy town in Florida, and changed things (on 

many levels) forever. Wide-eyed children and kids at heart 

entered the Magic Kingdom to encounter sights, sounds, 

and experiences like they had never seen before. The nos-

talgia of Main Street, U.S.A., the exotic 

journey to far off places in Adventure-

land, immersion in classic films in Fan-

tasyland, and history coming to life in 

Frontierland and Liberty Square. And 

for many, the journey into Tomor-

rowland represented a peek beyond 

tomorrow, as Walt Disney, the futurist 

believed in the opportunity of times 

yet to come, and this land would em-

body that spirit, vision, technology 

and enthusiasm…or would it?

Huh? What do you mean, Lou? Walt 

said ‘Tomorrow can be a wonderful 

age. Our scientists today are opening 

the doors of the Space Age to achieve-

ments that will benefit our children 

and generations to come. The Tomor-

rowland attractions have been de-

signed to give you an opportunity to participate in adven-

tures that are a living blueprint of our future.”

True. But on opening day in 1971, Tomorrowland looked 

very different. While it has always been a challenge to por-

tray the future and keep it timely, on October 1, 1971, the 

space-age technology and attractions we had expected 

weren’t there. Visualize in your mind’s eye a virtual trip 

through Tomorrowland with me.

Heading towards Tomorrowland from the central hub 

and looking down what is now known as the Avenue of the 

Planets, there was no archway under which you passed to 

enter the land. There was no metallic ornamentation on 

the buildings, and in fact, the rust-colored rockwork that 

marks the entrance on the banks of the castle moat water-

way was marked by two tall, white spires. 

Keeping your gaze upward, there was no WEDWay People-

Mover, as that did not open until July 1, 1975. Passing further 

into Tomorrowland, on your left, Flight to the Moon (which 

wasn’t very futuristic, as we had stepped foot on the Moon 

two years earlier in July, 1969) didn’t open until Christmas 

Eve, 1971. Just a few weeks earlier, America the Beautiful, 

originally a Circarama film shot for the 1958 World’s Fair 

in Brussels and now the first Circle-Vision 360 film at Walt 

Disney World, opened in the building that now houses the 

Monsters, Inc. Laugh Floor. Sponsored by Monsanto, it was 

a beautiful, scenic tour of the United 

States. Beautiful, but not very futur-

istic. 

At the end of the pathway to To-

morrowland, imagine that Rocket-

tower Plaza is not there, as Star Jets 

(the predecessor to Astro Orbiter) did 

not open until November, 1974. Beyond 

that was…well…nothing. Walt Dis-

ney’s Carousel of Progress and Space 

Mountain wouldn’t open until 1975. 

Even If You Had Wings didn’t open un-

til June 5, 1972. 

So what WAS there in Tomorrow-

land on opening day?

Two attractions (think can you 

name them?):

One was the Grand Prix Raceway 

(not very futuristic, as it wasn’t billed 

as the “cars of the future” or anything so space-age), and the 

other was the gondola-lift attraction (whose technology 

had been around for decades) known as the Skyway to Fan-

tasyland (which appeared twice on maps, as it was also an 

attraction in Fantasyland). 

Today, Tomorrowland shines as a very kinetic city in 

motion, and as we look ahead for what’s to come next, 

we’re always reminded that there is a “Great big, beautiful 

tomorrow(land).” 
For more Tomorrowland history and trivia, look for my next Audio 
Tour of Walt Disney World, coming soon to WDWRadio.com!
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When we last parted ways, we had just enjoyed 

watching children partake in the “rejuvenating” 

power of the fountain near Kali River Rapids. As we 

were wandering through Africa, my companion and 

I ran into some friends who were raving about a tour 

called “Wild Africa Trek.” They did such a great job talk-

ing it up that we had to find out more. 

My companion felt it might be worth the cost to try 

something new and exciting so we placed the call to 

407-WDW-TOUR. We learned that the tours are run sev-

eral times throughout the day, and luckily we were able 

to book one of those slots. 

The tour meets up at the entrance to Disney’s Animal 

Kingdom, and after being checked-in, a Cast Member 

brought all of us to a room be-

hind the Tusker House in Africa. 

It was there that we were given 

a free locker to stash all our loose 

items. We were then fitted for 

our safety vest and an earbud 

headset. One thing I should note 

is that I found out that photog-

raphy equipment is allowed, but 

under the stipulation that the 

equipment be securely affixed to your person or the 

vest. So our DSLR camera with its neck strap was OK.

The tour started out through the exit of Kilimanjaro 

Safari, but we quickly departed from familiar territory 

and were escorted through a special gate that took us 

to a walkway that was most definitely “off-the-beaten 

path.” Eventually we come upon the first place we need-

ed to use a bungee-style safety tether, which we used to 

cross a suspension bridge.

It was at this point that a naturalist joined our group, 

just in time for our first animal encounter. It was here 

that we learned about the hippos, and best of all the pic-

tures I got here rivaled anything that could be obtained 

from the more traditional vantage points.

Next we arrived at the Nile Crocodile Habitat where 

our guide filled us in on all the juicy details about these 

reptiles. At this point we got to take off our safety vests 

and board a smaller safari vehicle, similar to one uti-

lized on the Kilimanjaro Safari attraction, starting a 

more casual safari tour. At one point we pulled off the 

road and stopped so that we could get out and walk 

around. It was from here that we got to visit with the gi-

raffes and elephants, while our guides filled us up with 

all kinds of knowledge about these beautiful animals.

We eventually ended up at this beautiful savannah 

outlook where we had bathrooms, fresh water, and a 

wonderful meal spread out before us. After a relaxing 

meal and some photos, it was back to the safari vehicle 

where we resumed our travels 

on the regular safari attrac-

tion road. What was especially 

nice was that if any interesting 

animal life presented itself, we 

would stop so people could get 

a good look. We disembarked at 

the traditional exit point for Kili-

manjaro Safari and headed back 

to the lockers to get our belong-

ings before departing. It was at this point that we were 

given the opportunity to designate which conservation 

effort we wanted some of our tour fee to be earmarked. 

I should point out that a Photopass photographer was 

present as part of the tour and a CD of the pictures was 

included in the price of the tour.

So my fellow Wanderers, sometimes an honest-to-

goodness off-the-beaten path is presented to us and 

sometimes it comes with a toll. When those situations 

present themselves and you have the money in your 

pocket...pay the toll and enjoy the ride.

Until next time, this is Ray and you have been Wan-

dering the World. 
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 7.4 billion  Amount that The Walt Disney Company paid (in an all-stock 
transaction) to acquire Pixar in 2006. Incidentally, that made Steve 
Jobs Disney’s largest shareholder at the time.

 7 billion  Total amount (in U.S. dollars) that Pixar films have earned 
throughout the world as of February of 2012.

 3  Number of Pixar films that appear among the 50 highest-grossing 
films of all time. Which three? Finding Nemo, Up, and Toy Story 3.

 36  Number of awards that Pixar has won over the years. This 
includes twenty-six Academy Awards, seven Golden Globe Awards, 
and three Grammy Awards.

 1984  Year that the ground-breaking short The Adventures of André and  
Wally B was created. Though not actually the first Pixar short (that 
honor goes to Luxo Jr., which was released in 1986), this innovative 
film was animated by John Lasseter, who at the time was working 
at The Graphics Group (a subsidiary of George Lucas’s Lucasfilm 
Limited), which soon became Pixar. 

 1979   Year that the aforementioned Graphics Group was launched. 
At the time (a mere two years after the release of Star Wars), it 
comprised one third of the Computer Division of Lucasfilm.

 40  Number of employees at Pixar when the company was spun out 
as its own corporation in February 1986.

 135,000  Cost of the Pixar Image Computer (in U.S. dollars), a machine built 
by Pixar in its early days that contained enough computational 
power to produce the images that their films required. The 
computer was made available for purchase shortly after 
Steve Jobs acquired the company. As if the price tag wasn’t 
hefty enough, the system also required an additional $35,000 
workstation from Sun Microsystems or Silicon Graphics.

 0  Number of lead female protagonists in Pixar films prior to the 
release of Brave. Brave’s Merida is Pixar’s first female lead in 13 films. 
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1)  Who narrates the holiday tag for 

IllumiNations?

a)  Walt Disney

b)  Walter Cronkite

c)  Jeremy Irons

d)  Tom Hanks

2)  What was the name of the original fireworks 

show at the Magic Kingdom?

a)  Fantasy in the Sky

b)  DreamTastic

c)  Magic in the Sky

d)  Dreams Come True

3)  What was the name of the first fireworks 

show at Epcot?

a)  IllumiNations: Tapestry of Dreams

b)  A New World of Fantasy

c)  LaserPhonic 

d)  Carnival de Lumiere

4)  Who provides the opening narration for 

IllumiNations: Reflections of Earth?

a)  Walter Kronkite

b)  Jim Cummings

c)  Paul Frees

d)  Thurl Ravenscroft

5)  How long is Tinker Bell’s flight during Wishes?

a)  850 ft.

b)  1012 ft.

c)  1200 ft.

d)  2125 ft.

6)  How tall is the Maleficent dragon in Fantasmic!?

a)  100 ft.

b)  22 ft.

c)  40 ft.

d)  83 ft.

7)  IllumiNations: Reflections of Earth debuted as 

part of a celebration commemorating what 

event?

a)  Epcot’s 20th anniversary

b)  The new millennium

c)  Walt Disney’s 100th birthday

d)  Walt Disney World’s 30th anniversary

8)  How much propane is used during one 

showing of IllumiNations?

a)  400 gallons

b)  1000 gallons

c)  10,000 gallons

d)  None, the fire is actually an Imagineering effect

9)  What is the name of the arena that hosts 

Fantasmic!?

a)  Carthay Circle Amphitheatre

b)  Sunset Stage

c)  Hyperion Hills

d)  Hollywood Hills Amphitheater

10)  How many torches surround World Showcase 

Lagoon?

a)  20

b)  11

c)  19

d)  25 

Nighttime Show Trivia!
by Tim Foster
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11)  What is the full name of the Halloween 

variation of Wishes?

a)  Happy HalloWishes: A Grim Grinning Ghosts 

Spooktacular in the Sky

b)  HalloWishes: Happy Haunts and Grim Grinning 

Ghosts

c)  Haunting HalloWishes: A Frightful Scare-a-

bration

d)  Creepy Creeps and Eerie Eyes, A HalloWishes 

Nightmare in the Skies

12)  What color is the Earth Globe used in 

IllumiNations?

a)  Brown

b)  Black

c)  Silver

d)  It has no color, it’s made of a translucent plastic

13)  Where was the first showing of Fantasmic!?

a)  Disney-MGM Studios’ New York Avenue

b)  Rivers of America in Disneyland

c)  Downtown Disney

d)  Seven Seas Lagoon as part of Walt Disney 

World’s 20th anniversary

14)  What was the name of the original fireworks 

show at the Disney-MGM Studios?

a)  The Sorcerer’s Apprentice

b)  Lights, Fireworks, Action!

c)  Hollywood Nighttime Spectacular Revue

d)  Sorcery in the Sky

15)  Who sings the We Go On/Promise medley at 

the end of IllumiNations?

a)  Kellie Coffey

b)  Jodi Benson

c)  Celine Dionne

d)  Paige O’Hara

ANSWERS
KIDS KORNER (pages 78–81)

WHO AM I?
1.  Buzz Lightyear, Emperor Zurg
2. Goofy
3.  Donald Duck, Panchito Pistoles,  

José Carioca 
4. Indiana Jones
5. Crush
6.  Mike Wazowski, Roz, Marty Wazowski, 

Buddy Boil (You may spot some other 
monsters too! And a few humans...)

SPACE SCRAMBLE

1.  Buzz Lightyear’s Space Ranger Spin

2. Astro Orbiter

3. Mission: SPACE

4. Star Tours

5. Space Mountain

6.  Journey Into Imagination With 

Figment

CHARACTER MATCH
Cinderella: Lucifer
Toy Story 3: Mr. Pricklepants
The Lion King: Ed
Ratatouille: Skinner
The Jungle Book: King Louie
Peter Pan: Wendy
Beauty and the Beast: Chip
Snow White: Happy
The Little Mermaid: Flounder
Cars: Luigi
The Incredibles: Bob Parr

Tangled: Flynn Rider

Monsters, Inc.: Randall

Finding Nemo: Bruce

Dumbo: Timothy Q. Mouse

101 Dalmatians: Jasper

Brave: Elinor

Aladdin: Iago

Up: Kevin

Wall-E: Eve

BONUS: Aurora: Sleeping Beauty

BRAIN BUSTERS

Sleeping Beauty

FIND THE DIFFERENCE

1. A line is missing.

2. There is an extra star.

3. The star is backwards.

4. A tree is missing.

5. The swirl is different.

6. The hat is shorter.

7. The swirl is a different color.

8. The tree is taller.

9. The is an extra ribbon.

10. There is an extra finger.

 

FIND THE DIFFERENCE BONUS ANSWER

Fantasia

WORD SCRAMBLE

1. Sorcerer Mickey

2. Maleficent

3. Fire

4. Pocahontas

5. Water

6. Sword

7. Fireworks

8. Mountain

MYSTERY QUEST (pages 82–83)

SECRET SYMBOLS

1. Face in the Contemporary mural

2. The Wave Restaurant

3. BVG gift store

4. Mary Blair signature in mural

WHERE AM I?

1. Fantasia gift store

2. Window bank on main concourse

3. Viewing scope on boat dock

4. Lounge in the Wave restaurant

5. Detail of Contemporary mural

6.  Mickey sculpture on walkway to 

boat dock

7. Wall decor in main lobby

Quiz Answers

1) B

2) A

3) D

4) B

5) A

6) C

7) B

8) A

9) D

10) C

11) A

12) A

13) B

14) D

15) A
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Buddy Ebsen
By Tim Foster

While wandering through Frontierland, I was reminiscing 
about my childhood and a wonderful TV show that made 
my imagination soar: Davy Crockett, which appeared on the 
television series Disneyland back in the 1950s. Like so many 
others, I had gotten myself a coonskin cap and could be found 
whistling “The Ballad of Davy Crockett” as I played in our back 
yard. The star of the show was Fess Parker, but I was always 
a much bigger fan of his sidekick, George Russel, played by the 
legendary Buddy Ebsen (shown here on the right). As I thought 
about it, I recalled that Buddy Ebsen’s path crossed that of 
Walt Disney several times, and I wondered if I might find some 
sort of tribute or remembrance of this great actor here. With 
the enthusiasm of a young wilderness explorer, I set out on my 
quest to find it.

I thought I should continue 
my search elsewhere, but as I 
passed through Adventureland I 
was distracted by the sound of 
chirping birds. I wandered into a 
strange theater and saw a wondrous 
collection of singing birds and plants! 
This was the Enchanted Tiki Room, 
and I enthusiastically turned to a 
nearby patron and gushed about 
how well trained those birds were. 
Much to my surprise, she told me 
they weren’t real animals, they were 
something called Audio-Animatronics, 
miniature creations designed to 
mimic living animals. I wondered 
aloud if that had ever been done 
with people. I was told they were 
prevalent in this land, but even more 
fascinating was the story of how 
they came to be.

Frontierland seemed an obvious place to begin, so I started to 
ask around to see what I could find. I was unable to find a trace 
of Buddy Ebsen around these parts, but I then had a chance 
conversation that got my heart beating. An old-timer told me of 
the famed Davy Crockett Explorer Canoes that once plied the 
Rivers of America back in the park’s earliest days. The canoes 
were 35 feet long and docked at Tom Sawyer Island. Guests could 
go out on the canoes and paddle down the river and back again 
(accompanied by a few Cast Members). The attraction required a 
C ticket back in the day, but while the canoes continue to run over 
in Disneyland, they were removed from the Magic Kingdom back in 
1994. If George Russel were here, he’s certainly long gone by now.

It seems that back in the late 1940s, Walt Disney became obsessed 
with miniatures and began collecting them enthusiastically. He soon 
hit upon the idea of creating little scenes that depicted classic slices 
of Americana. He envisioned an entire exhibit showcasing these 
miniature scenes to be called Disneylandia. The first of these was 
called “Granny Kincaid’s Cabin,” a 1/8” scale model that was based on 
his live-action 1949 feature, So Dear to My Heart. Walt’s original 
idea was to have the exhibit travel around the country on a specially 
designed train. That proved to be impractical, so instead he opted to 
display his works in an “open-house” environment for all to enjoy. 
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I soon came upon a wondrous exhibit called One Man’s 
Dream, which showcased the life and career of Walt 
Disney. It was filled with many interesting exhibits, 
including early iterations of the Audio-Animatronic 
figures I had heard about. But it was a strange exhibit in 
the middle of the hall that caught my attention, a large 
case filled with numerous cams and gears. I wandered 
to the other side and saw an odd little man who looked 
very familiar. This was the famed Dancing Man, an early 
attempt at Animatronics built by Walt with the assistance 
of Roger Broggie, Ken Anderson, and Wathel Rogers 
in 1951-52. The contraption, which was actually called 
“Project Little Man,” featured a 9-inch tall figure that 
could perform vaudevillian tap-dancing routines using a 
complex system of cams, cables, and tubes. One of the 
first challenges was in understanding the movements that 
the Dancing Man would require, and this is where Buddy 
Ebsen came in! Walt filmed Buddy performing several 
dance routines against a grid backdrop, thus enabling 
the craftsmen to mimic the dance steps accurately. 
Interestingly, upon examining the film, the group realized 
that Ebsen never performed the steps in exactly the same 
way. It was a tremendous challenge, but was instrumental 
in the creation of the Audio-Animatronic figures we love 
today. More importantly though, I found my tribute to 
Buddy Ebsen, and I did a quick soft-shoe routine in the 
middle of the exhibit to celebrate. A very quick routine.

My first stop was the Great Movie Ride, as I knew I 
would find many famous actors and actresses from years 
past inside. Surely Davy Crockett would be among them. 
Unfortunately, the only western scenes I came across 
featured Clint Eastwood and John Wayne. However, we 
soon traveled to a land of little beings called Munchkins. 
A fearsome witch appeared and sent us on our way. It was 
a frightening encounter, but it was the next scene that 
took my breath away. There before me was an odd quartet, 
wandering down a yellow brick road toward a beautiful 
emerald city! Something made me think that the Tin Man 
was Buddy Ebsen himself, but when I called out to him I 
was met with deafening silence. A knowledgeable passerby 
helped clear up my confusion. It turns out that Buddy Ebsen 
was cast to play the Tin Man, but was soon sickened by 
the aluminum powder he was required to wear and had to 
withdraw from the film. Disheartened, I continued on, but it 
turns out I was much closer to my goal than I thought. 

Walt exhibited his miniatures at the Festival of California 
Living, held at the Pan Pacific Auditorium in Los Angeles in 
late 1952. I found a photo of the Pan Pacific Auditorium, 
and it looked strangely familiar. It turns out that the 
venue was the premiere location for indoor public events 
in Los Angeles. Unfortunately, it was destroyed by fire 
in 1989. However, the distinctive façade served as the 
inspiration for the entrance to the Disney-MGM Studios, 
and I knew I would find my answer there.



Name the character(s) associated with 
each of these attractions:
1. Space Ranger Spin
2. The Barnstormer
3. Gran Fiesta Tour
4. Stunt Show Spectacular
5. Turtle Talk
6. Laugh Floor

Can you figure out where these space ships 
can be found?
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1

4

2

3

5 6
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Can you match the characters on the right with the 
movies they appeared in on the left? When you’re 
finished you’ll find one character left over, write down 
the movie this character appeared in in the space below.

Answers on page 75

Cinderella

Toy Story 3

The Lion King

Ratatouille

The Jungle Book

Peter Pan

Beauty and the Beast

Snow White and the Seven Dwarfs

The Little Mermaid

Cars

The Incredibles

Tangled

Monsters, Inc.

Finding Nemo

Dumbo

101 Dalmatians

Brave

Aladdin

Up

Wall-E

Chip

Ed

Jasper

Happy

Eve

Randall

Luigi

King Louie

Wendy

Flounder

Timothy Q. Mouse

Bruce

Aurora

Bob Parr

Elinor

Flynn Rider

Kevin

Iago

Lucifer

Mr. Pricklepants

Skinner

BONUS ANSWER:



________________________

________________________

________________________

________________________

________________________

________________________

________________________

________________________

________________________

________________________

BONUS  
QUESTION
In what film did 
Sorcerer Mickey 
first appear?

Cinderella’s Castle is in the Magic Kingdom 
of course, but whose castle is in California’s 
Disneyland?
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Sorcerer Mickey looks to be up to his old mischief again! Can you 
spot the 10 differences in the photos below?



1. ROCESERR CYKEMI 5. REWTA

2. CLEFTIMANE 6. WRODS

3. RIFE 7. KRIEWORFS

4. SHOPCOTANA 8. TUNOMINA

See if you can unscramble the names of these things 
you can find in Fantasmic!
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Answers on page 75

What is your most prized Disney 
souvenir?
I have a lot of collections from Disney 
- pins, Vinylmations, autographs...even 
pressed pennies! But it is my Disney Bear 
and Duffy Bear collection that gets a special 
shelf!!! I have several different colored 
Disney Bears (the pink one is a favorite) and 
holiday Duffy Bears. Of course, the best one 
is my extra-special “My First Disney Bear” 
that travels to Disney World with me!!

If you could invite any Disney 
character over for dinner, who 
would it be?
Just one? Can’t I have a party?? My first 
thought was “Mickey Mouse, of course” 
because - hey, it’s Mickey Mouse! But what 

kind of trouble would Chip & Dale cause, or 
what would Donald do if he didn’t like the 
food? A princess could be good company, 
but I think I’ll save my invitation for 
Figment, because with a little imagination, 
my dinner could be an adventure!!!! :D

What attraction do you think 
would make the best video game?
Fun!!!! Wouldn’t it be great if they made 
a game based on Big Thunder Mountain 
Railroad? You could steer the runaway 
railroad car through different levels trying 
to find the items to restore the old mine. 
Watch out for that “gang” of villains 
trying to steal the gold for themselves! 
Hmm...I wonder if I can be a video game 
programmer when I grow up!?! ;)

In each issue, our Kids Korner columnist will answer questions that are too tough 
for the grown-ups! If you have a question for her, send it to:  
subscriptions@celebrationspress.com.
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Secret Symbols
1 2 3 4

Where can you find these 
cryptic inscriptions?

LITTLE KNOWN FACTS
•  Disney’s Contemporary Resort was one of the two 

original resorts at Walt Disney World (the other be-

ing the Polynesian Resort), and was created as a 

modern backdrop to Tomorrowland. The first struc-

ture to be constructed was the elevator shaft. Once 

that was completed, 13 steel-trussed A-frames were 

placed in position around it, forming a 150-foot-high 

skeleton. The rooms themselves were assembled a 

few miles away in the form of modules that were 

later transported to the construction site.

•  The individual rooms, weighing in at a hefty nine 

tons each, included their own air conditioning, bath-

room fixtures, and sliding-glass doors. A widely held 

belief is that the rooms were designed to be swapped 

out for future renovations, and that the settling of 

the buildings made that idea impossible to carry out. 

However, despite the persistence of this story, the 

word from Disney is that they were never meant to 

be removable for future refurbishments.

•  When the Contemporary opened, Disney was 

    new to the hotel business. To learn their way 

around, Disney leased the recently opened Hilton Inn 

South in Orlando, and used the 140-room hotel as a 

learning center, developing everything from train-

ing manuals to restaurant menus and everything in 

between.

•  The California Grill at Disney’s Contemporary Resort 

serves 70 pounds of tomatoes every night during to-

mato season, which is July through November.

•  In July 1990, the Village Restaurant, located in the 

Disney Village Marketplace (now known as Down-

town Disney), was renamed “Chef Mickey’s Village 

Restaurant.” The restaurant closed on September 30, 

1995 and was replaced by the Rainforest Cafe. In 1996, 

Chef Mickey’s buffet, featuring character meals with 

Mickey and his pals, opened on the Grand Canyon 

Concourse in Disney’s Contemporary Resort.

•  Mary Blair’s largest mural is located in The Grand 

Canyon Concourse of the Contemporary Resort ho-

tel. Featuring birds, animals, flowers, Native Ameri-

can children (and a five-legged goat!), the mural con-

sists of 18,000 hand-painted tiles and is 90 feet tall.
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Can you determine where these photographs were taken?

Where Am I?

Answers on page 75

Only the best  
explorers will  
be able to  
figure this  
one out...

1

2
3

4 5

6
7



Top 10 Things You  
Didn’t Know About 
Mike Wazowski
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   Keepsake Image: “Steamboat Willie”• Photography by Lisa Mahan

Back Cover Photography by Tim Devine

1.  Mike Wazowski may be one of the most beloved (and fun-

niest) characters in Monsters, Inc., but amazingly, he almost 

didn’t make the cut. While work on the script began in 

1996, it wasn’t until April of 1998 that development art-

ist Ricky Nierva drew a concept sketch of a curious look-

ing one-eyed monster. Fortunately, everyone liked it, and 

a quick storyboard test proved that Mike would make a 

good companion to Sulley.  

2.  Mike Wazowski has a single eye as we all know (“That’s 

Wazowski…with one “I”!), but in early concept sketches 

he was also intended to be armless. Mike was to have ma-

nipulated objects with his feet, but that proved to be too 

challenging to animate, so he was given arms. 

3.  Back when Pixar was developing Toy Story, Billy Crystal 

was approached to provide the voice for 

Buzz Lightyear. He turned down the job, but 

quickly regretted his decision and vowed to 

never let that happen again. When he was 

approached again to appear in Monsters, 

Inc. he leapt at the chance. 

4.  For his performance, Billy Crystal 

was nominated for “Favorite Voice 

in an Animated Movie” at the 

Kid’s Choice Awards in 2002. (The 

award went to Eddie Murphy 

for his role in Shrek.)

5.  Billy Crystal also appeared in 

Howl’s Moving Castle, a 2004 Japa-

nese animated film that was 

distributed in North America 

by Walt Disney Pictures. The film 

grossed $231.7 million worldwide, 

making it one of the most finan-

cially successful Japanese films 

in history. For its North Ameri-

can release, the film was dubbed 

into English by Pixar’s Peter Doct-

er, the director of Monsters, Inc. as 

well as Up. Billy Crystal was chosen 

to perform the part of Calcifer, the fire demon.

6.  Mike Wazowski stars in the Pixar short, Mike’s New Car. The 

sequence was originally planned as a scene in the film, but 

was instead spun off as a short film. It was the first Pixar 

short to have dialogue, as well as the first to feature char-

acters from a previous Pixar film. Though not shown in 

the original theatrical release of Monsters, Inc. (the short 

for the theatrical run was For the Birds), it was included on 

the 2002 DVD and VHS release of the film. 

7.  Mike Wazowski went on to become quite a popular char-

acter. Eagle-eyed fans can spot his cameo appearances in 

Finding Nemo, Cars, WALL-E, and Toy Story 3.

8.  How popular? According to Empire Magazine’s The 50 Best 

Animated Movie Characters, Mike Wazowski is #23. That’s 

better than his pal Sulley (who didn’t make 

the cut), and Mickey Mouse, who came in at 

number 50. However, the Disney/Pixar nod 

goes to Woody, who took second place 

honors. 

9.  Mike Wazowski was renamed 

“Robert” (or “Bob” for short) in the 

French overdub of Monsters, Inc. 

C’est la vie!

10.  Get ready for more Mike Wa-

zowski! The trailer for the 

Monsters, Inc. prequel, Mon-

sters University, was shown 

in many theaters with Brave. 

There are four versions of 

the trailer, each featuring 

Mike saying a different line 

in his sleep: “My pony made 

the dean’s list,” “I can’t go to 

class, I’m not wearing any 

clothes,” “My homework ate 

my dog,” and “Class Presi-

dent - ha, ha, ha, ha.” The film 

is due to arrive in theaters 

in June of 2013.





“You can design, create, 
and build the most wonderful place in the world. 
But it takes people to make the dream a reality.”

–Walt Disney


